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ABSTRACT

DESIGN AND SCHEDULING OF PERIODIC REVIEW
KANBAN SYSTEMS

Feryal Erlmn
M.S. in Indus trial Engineering 

Supervisor: Assis. Prof. M. Selim Aktiirk 
June, 1997

In the la.st years, tlie term just in-time (JIT) has become a common term in 
reiretitive mamrra.cturing systems. It can Ire (lehnecl as the ideal of having 
the nccessa.ry ainount of material a.va.ilable where it is needed and when it is 
needed. One of tite major elemejits of JIT philosophy a.nd pull mechanism is 
the Kanba.n .system. This .system is the information processing a.nd hence shop 
floor control system of JIT philosophy.

In this study, we propose an algorithm to determine the withdrawal cycle 
lengtli, kaniran size and number of kanbans simnltaneously in a periodic review 
Ka.nba.ii .system under multi-item, mnlti-sta.ge, multi period Jiiodihed flowline 
production setting. The proi>osed algorithm considers the impact of operating 
cha,racteristics such a.s scheduling and actual lead times on design parameters.

K e y  xoords: 
Scheduling

Just-in-time, Kauba.n systems. Periodic review systems.

in



ÖZET

PERİYODİK KONTROLLÜ KANDAN SİSTEMLERİNİN 
TASARIMI VE ÇİZELGELEMESİ

Ferĵ al Erlimi
Endüstri Mülıeııdisliği Dölümü Yüks(dc Lisans 
Tc'/ Yöneticisi: Yrd. Doç. M. Selim Aktürk 

Haziran, 1997

Tarn-za.tna.Minda üıetiın (TZÜ) son yıllarda tekrarlı üretim sistemlerinde çok 
sık kullanılan Irir terimdir. TZU gereken malzemeye, gereken zama.n ve gereken 
yerde nlaçraa idealidir. TZU sistemlerinin ve çekme tipi üretim sistemlerinin 
en önemli elemanlarından biri Kanban sistemidir. Kanba.n sistemi, TZU 
sistemlerinin bilgi akışını da sağlayan atölye kontrol mekanizmasıdır.

Bu ça.lışma.da amaç çok ürüıılü, çok aşamalı, çok dönemli, akış batlı, 
periyodik kontrollü Kanban sistemlerinde çekme süresinin, kanba.n sayılarının 
ve kanban büyüklüklerinin belirlenmesidir. Önerilen yöntem, çizelgeleme ve 
gerçek tedarik süreleri gibi işlem özelliklerinin tasarım üzerindeki etkilerini de 
gözöı 1 ü 1 le al ın a k tadı r,

Anahtar sözcükler. Tam-zamamnda-üretim sistemleri, Kanban sistemleri, 
Periyodik kontrollü sistemler, Çizelgeleme
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Chapter 1

Introduction

In the last years, the term just-in-time (JIT) has become a common term iii 
repetitive mamifacturing. It is used to describe a management philosophy that 
encourages cliange and improvement through inventory reduction. JIT can 
be defined as the ideal of having the necessary amount of material available 
where it is needed and when it is needed. It is a.n attempt to produce 

items in the smallest possible quantities, with minimal waste of human and 
natural resources, and only when they are needed. JIT systems have proven 
to be effective at meeting production goals in environments with high process 
relia.bility, low setup times and low demand variability [Groenevelt (1993)].

In general, JIT has a pull system of coordination between sta.ges of 
production. In a pull system, a production activity at a stage is initiated 
to replace a part used by the succeeding stage, whereas in a push system, 
production takes place for future need. The push system is basically a planning 

system, whereas the pull system is an execution system [Olhager (1995)].

Some of the often cited benefits of JIT production include:

»
• reduced inventories.

reduced lead times.



• hi giver qiualil.y,

• rijcluced sera.]) a.ii(l rework ra.l.es,

• abilil.y to keep schedules,

• increased flexibility,

• easier automation,

• better utilization of workers and equipment.
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All of these ultimately translate into reduced costs, higher quality fuiished 
products, and the ability to compete better. However, there is a limit to the 
extent that .JIT can be usefully applied in many industries. The major JIT 
successes a.re in repetitive ma.nufacturing environment. If the demand cannot 
l)e predicted accurately a.nd product variety ca,nnot be constrained, it is not 
possible to implement JIT eflectively. J'he final assembly schedule must also be 
very level and stable. Any major deviations will cause upstream stages to hold 

larger inventories which will destroy JIT nature of the system. In general, in 
pull a.]>proaches, information flow is tied to material flow. As a result valuable 
information (e.g. on the dema.nd trend) is not sent to all stages of production 
as soon as it is available. Pull systems can therefore be characterized by large 

information lead times, especially where there are large material flow times.

Justification of JIT implementation ca.n be supported from several angles. 
Most of the traditional systems (such as material requirements planning (MRP) 
or reorder point systems) are static systems emphasizing the status quo. In 
these systems, the emphasis is on achieving individual operation standards, 
and the aim is to avoid any deviation from the standard. If current values of 
jnanufacturing variables are met, then the system is regarded as successful. 

JIT, on the other hand, seeks to change the values of the manufacturing 
variables. It does this by organizing the production process so that small 

inventories are strategically placed throughout the process and then carefully 

reduces these inventories to expose production problems which when solved 

reduce costs and lead times, and improve quality. JIT uses an enforced problem



solving approaol). Becausoj the inventory is reduced to a. rnininniin, the system 
raiinot tolera.te any inte.rrnption; tlierefore extreme eaie is taken to find out 
and solve any production problems. In traditional systems, no such incentive 
to solve production problems is available.

One of tlie major elements of JIT philosophy and i:>ull mechanism is the 
Kanl)an system. Kanban is the Japanese word for visual record or card. In 
Kanban system, cards are used to authorize production or transportation of a 
given amount of material. This system is the information processing and hence 
shop floor control system of JIT philosoph3c While kanbans are being used to 
pull the parts, the}' are also used to visualize and control in-process inventories. 
The system effectively limits the amount of in-process inventories, and it 
coordinates production and transportation of consecutive stages of production 
in assembly-like fashion. Therefore, Kanban system is the manual method of 
liarmoniously controlling production and inventory quantities within the plant. 
The Ka.nl)an system appears to be l)cst suited for discrete part production 
feeding an assembl}^ line.

There are a number of variants of Kanban system. The dual-card 
Kanban system employs two types of kanban cards: production kanban and 

transportation (also called conveyance or withdrawal) kanban. Transportation 
kanban defines the quantity that the succeeding stage should withdraw from 
tlie preceding stage. Each card circulates between two stages only; the user 
stage for the part in question and the stage which produces it. Production 
kanl)an, on the other hand, defines the quantity of the specific part that the 
producing stage should manufa.cture in order to replace those which have been 
removed.

For a Kanban system to operate effectively, very strict discipline is required. 
This discipline relates to the usage of the kanban cards. There are six rules for 

dual-card Kanban system on the usage of the kanbans [Browne et al. (1993)]:

CHAPrER 1. INTRODUCTION 3

R ule 1: A stage should withdraw the needed products froni the preceding 

stage according to information provided on the transportation kanban.



R ule 2: A stage should produce products in quantities withdrawn the 
succeeding stage according to the inrorma.tion |)iovided by the production 
I<a.nba.n.
R ule 3: If there is no kanban card, there will be no production and no 
transj)ortation of parts.
R ule 4: Defective products should never be passed to the succeeding stage. 
R ule 5: The number of kanbans can be gradually reduced in order to improve 
the processes and reduce waste.
R ule 6: Kanba.ns should be used to ada.pt to only sma.ll fluctuations in 
demand.

CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION 4

The first three rules tell that parts should be withdrawn and produced 
‘just-in-time’ as the.y are needed, not before they are needed and not in larger 
quantities tha.n needed. Tlie fourth rule causes a rigorous quality control 
at each stage of production process. The fifth rule conveys the fact that 
inventory can be used as an independent control variable. The level of in- 
process inventory ca.n be controlled by the number of kanbans and kanban 
sizes in the system at any time. The sixth rule is related with the limita.tions 
of tire Kanban system. Kanban system can react effectively only to srna.ll 
fluctuations in demand. Monden (1984) states that the Kanban system should 
be able to ada.pt to daily cha.nges in demand within 10 % deviations from the 
raoiithly master production schedule (MPS).

Kanban system can be either instantaneous or periodic review system. In 
instantaneous review systems, the kanbans are dispatched upstream as soon 
as an order occurs. In periodic review systems, the kanbans are collected and 
dis]ratched periodically. Periodic review sj^stems may be either fixed quantity, 
nonconstant withdrawal cycle, or fixed withdrawal cycle, nonconstant quantity 
[Monden (1981)]. Under the fixed quantity, nonconstant withdrawal cycle 
system, kanbans are dispatched upstream when the number of kanbans posted 

on a withdrawal ka.nban post reaches a predetermined order point. Under 
the fixed withdrawal cycle, nonconstant quantity system, the period between 

materia.l handling operations is fixed and the quantity ordered depends on the 
usa.ge over the withdrawal cycle.



The use of a. Kanba,n system without JIT philosophy makes little sense. The 
prerc(|uisit(;s of the system (design of the manufa.cttiring system, smoothing of 
production, standardizcation of ojrerations, etc.) must be implemented before 
an effective i:>ull system can be implemented. For a. Kanban system to work 
well, a number of requirements have to be fulfilled. Since each dailj' assembly 
schedule must be very similar to all other daily schedules, it is essential that 
it is possilrle to freeze the master production schedule for a fixed time period. 
The final schedule must be very level and stable. The manufacturing system 
should conform as closely as possible to the rejietitive manufacturing system. 
Mixed model capability in all stages of the production process is required to 
run a mixed model system effectively.

The Kanban system performs best when;

• demand for parts is steady and has sufficient volume,

• setup times are small,

• the equipment is reliable, and

• defect rates are low.

Cll AFTER 1. INTRODUCTION 5

A Kanban system is ineffective in achieving JIT production for items with 
low volume; i.e., less than a day’s consumption per container. Since at each 
stage there is at least some inventory for a product, too much in-process 
inventory would accumulate for items that require only infrequent production.

Demand fluctuations have a tendency to become amplified from one stage to 
the next when timing atid size of the replenishment orders are based on locally 
observed demands as in a pull system [Kimura and Terada (1981)]. Therefore, 
any major deviations will cause a ripple effect through the production system 

causing upstream stages to hold larger inventories.

Items with large setup times are more difficult to manage with the Kanban 

system. Large setup times require large lot sizes, and large lot sizes inflate 
lead times and in-process inventories. Unreliable systems, i.e. systems with
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unreliable rnachines and higli defect rates, cause sijriilar problems. In unreliable 
systems, the salety factor should be high enough to dea,l with the unexi)ccted 
events, so the iu-process invcjitories increase. The increase in lead times and 
in-process inventories destroy .JIT nature of the system.

Even though l.he dua.l-card Kaniran system provides strong control on the 
production system, due to its strict assumptions and prerequisites, it is clifTicult 
to implement it. Therefore, a variant of this system, called single-card Kanban 
system, is sometimes used as a first stage to develop a dual-card Kanban 
system. In single-card Kanban system, the transportation of materials is still 
controlled by transportation kanlrans. However, the production ka.nbans to 
control the production within a cell is absent. Instca.d, a production schedule 
provided by the central production planning is used. Hence the system ha.s a 
strong similaiil.y to a conventional push system, with pull elements added to 
coordina.te the transportation of the |)arts. One of the a.dva.ntages of single
card push-])ull system is its simplicity in implementation. Moreover, as the 
information on demand trend is sent to cill stages of ])roduction as soon as 
its available, single-card Kanban system has shorter informatioji lead times 

com])ared to dual-card Kanban systems.

In this study, we propose an algorithm to determine the withdra.wa.l cycle 
length, number of kanbans and kanban sizes of a periodic review Kanban 
system simultaneously in a multi-item, multi-period, multi-stage ca.pa.citated 
modified flowline structure production setting with fixed withdrawal cycles. 
The proposed algorithm considers tlie impact of operational issues, such as 
ka.nban schedules and actual lead times, on tlie design parameters. The 
production setting is imperfect in which

• demand may be variable,

• setup times may be significant, and

• production line ma.y be unbalanced.

In the following chapter, the related literature is reviewed with an emphasis
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on I,lie limil.a.tions of tire existing models. Chapter 3 is dedicated to problem 
d('(lnition. After stating l.he motivating points behind this study, the problem 
is dc'fined, the underlying assumptions are stated, and the pi'oposed algoi ithm 
is explained. In Cha.))ters 4 and 5, the experimental results are given and a 
numerical cxa,mple is presented, respectively. Finally, Chapter 6 concludes the 
study with suggestions for the future research.



Chapter 2

Literature Review

I I I  Uiis rhapler, l.lie rclaled lileralurc is reviewed. First, a. review of Ka.nba.ii 
systems is presented. 'To be able to compaie tlie existing studies, we divide 
the models into two jjarts; models for determining the design parameters are 
reviewed in Section 2.1, and tlie models for determining the kanban sequences 

a.re reviewed in Section 2.2. In Section 2.3, brief reviews on dne-date estimation 
and group technology a.re given. Section 2.4 summarizes this chapter.

2.1 Determining the Design Parameters

This section reviews the models for determining the design parameters in a. 
Kanban system. To discuss and compare the models, first a. tabular format is 
introduced. Then, the models are explained briefly. Fina.lly, the limitations of 
the existing models a.re sta.ted.

In the tabular format the below characteristics are considered:

1. M od el Structure: Matlicmatical Progra.mming, Simula.tion, Markov 

Chains, Others

2. Solution  A pproach :
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2.1 Heuristic

2.2 Exa.ct: Dynamic Progi irmniing, Integer Programming, Linear Program
ming, Mixed Integer Programming, Nonlinear Integer Programming.

3. Decision Variables:

3.1 number of kanbans

3.2 order interval

3.3 safety stock level

3.4  ka.nl,ia.n size

4. Performance Measures

4.1 number of kanbans

4.2 utilization

4.3 measures: Inventoi'y holding cost, Sliortage cost. Fill rate

5. O b jective :

5.1 Minimize cost: Inventory Holding Cost, Operating Costs, Shortage 

Cost, SeTup Cost.

5.2 Minimize inventory

6. Setting:

6.1 La.yout : Assembly-tree, Serial, Network without ba.cktracking

6.2 Time period: Multi-period, Single-period

6.3 Item: Multi-item, Single-item

6.4 Sta.ge: Multi-stage, Single-stage
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6.5 Capacil.y; Capa.cil.atccl, UucapacHated

7. Kanban type: Singlc-ca.rd Ka.nban, Dual-ca.rd Kanban

8. Assumptions:

8.1 Ka.nba.n Sizes: Known, Unit

8.2 Stocliasticity: Demand, Lead time. Processing time

8.3 Witlidrawai Cycle: Fixed witlidrawal cycle, Instanteneous

8.4 No Shortages

8.5 System Reliability: Dynamic demand, Maclune unreliability. Imbalance
between stages. Rework

Most of the existing studies in the literature are modeled by using 
mathematical progra.mming, simula.tion or Markov chains. There are a few 
exceptional studies that use other methods such as statistical analysis or Toyota 
formula. In the tabular format, we collect these models under the heading 
‘others’ .

For the mathematical formuhations a solution approach should also be 
stated. This apiiroach can be either heuristic or exact. For exact solution, 
diilerent methodologies such as dynamic programming, integer programming, 
linear programming, mixed integer programming, and nonlinear integer 
prograrnmiug can Ire used.

For the analytical models the decision variables and for the simulation 
models the performance measures should be indicated. The decision variables 

are kanban sizes, number of kanbans, withdrawal cycle length for periodic 

review models, and safety stock levels. The performance measures are number 
of kanbans, machine utilizations, inventory holding cost, baekorder cost, cind 
fdl rates. Fill rate can be defined a.s the probability that an order will be 

satisfied through inventory. Models can consider dilferent combinations of the 

criteria, stated above.
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'I'he objeclives for tbc analy(.ic;rl models can be minimizing the costs or 
minimizing tlie inventories. For tlie cost minimiza.tion, tlie cost terms ca.n be 
considered eitlier independently as inventory liolding cost, shortage cost, a.nd 
setup cost, or the comlrination of these costs as operating cost.

The production setting for the models inchide the layout, number of time 
periods, number of itcuns, number of stages, and the capacity. La,yout can 
be serial (ilowline), assembly-tree, or a. general network without backtracking 
(modified flowline). An empty cell in the tables for any of these indicate that 
the chara.cteristic is not considered in the corresponding study.

Ka.nban system can be either a single-card Kanban system or a dual- 
card Kanban system, d’hc assum|)tions for the models arc also stated in the 
ta.bular format. Tlie.se assumptions a.rc the ones that a.re commonly considered, 
more siiccific ones are indicated in the explanations of the models. The first 

assumiition is on ka.nban size. An empty cell for this diaracteristic indicates 

that the kanban size is not a parameter, but is a decision variable for the 
sj' ŝtem. Another assumption relates to tfie nature of the system such that the 
.system can be either stochastic or deterministic. For the deterministic models, 
this cell is left empty. For the stochastic ones, the stochastic pa.rameters are 
indicated. The withdrawal cycle lengtli shows if the system is an instantaneous 

or a periodic review system. The fourth assumption is related with backorders. 

An empty cell indicates that liackorder is allowed. And, the last assumption 
is on the system relia.bility. If the system is reliable, this cell is left empty, 
otherwise the unrelia.bility of the system is stated.

In Figures 2.1 and 2.2, the models a.re presented by using the above 
scheme. Further explanations of the models are given below:

Kimura and Terada (1981) describe the operation of Kanban systems and 

examine the accompanying inventory fluctuations in a. .JIT environment. They 
provide several balance e(|uations for Kanban systems in a. single item, multi
stage, unca.pacitatecl serial production setting. They use these eciuations 
to demonstrate how demand fluctuations of the final product influence the 

fluctuations of production and the fluctuations of inventory at the upstream
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Figure 2.1: Models for Ka.aban Systems: Choosing Design Parameters
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Figure 2.2: Models for Kanl)an S3'steins: Choosing Design Parameters
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stages. Tlie a.uthors use sinuilation to show tlia.t fluctuations are amplified 
when the size of order and/or lead time becomes large.

Huang et al. (1983) simulate the .JIT (by using Q-Gert) with kanban for a 
multi-line, multi-stage production system in order to determine its a.da.ptal)ility 
to a. U.S. production environment. The simulated production system includes 
variable irrocessing times (normally distributed), variable master production 
schediding (cx])oncntially distributed demand), and imbalances between 
production stages. The authors conclude that the variability in processing 
times and demand rates are amplified in a multi-stage setting, and that excess 
capacity has to Ire available to avoid bottlenecks.

Monden (1984) comments on the conclusion drawn by Huang et al. (1983). 
He stated that the Kanban system should be able to a.dapt to daily cha.nges 
in demand within 10 % deviations from the monthly MPS. Larger seasonal 
fluctuations in deiTiand can Ire a.ccomm(rdated by setting uj) the monthly MPS 

appropriately.

Bitran a.nd Chang (1987) formidate a. nonlinear integer program to extend 
Kimura and Terada’s (1981) serial model. 3.'hey provide a. formulation for 
the Kanban system in a deterministic single item, multi-stage ca.pacitated 
a.sscmbly-ti-ee stntcture production setting. Tlie formulation assumes zero 

transportation lead time and planning periods of known leiigth and finds the 
minimum feasible number of kanba,ns. The authors show that the initial 
nonlinear model ca.n be transformed into an integer linear program with 
tlie same feasible and optimal solutions. The model does not incorporate 
uncerta.inties.

Rees et al. (1987) develop a methodology for dynamicall}'^ adjusting 

the number of kanbans in an unstal.)le production environment. They use 

time series methods and historical data to estimate the autocorrelation and 
distrilnition functions of lead time. They use To3mta equation witli unit kanban 
capaciticîs to determine the number of kanbans.

Miyazaki et al. (1988) modify the conventional economic order quantity
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(liOQ) model to detemiine the average inventory for fixed interval witlidrawal 
and supplier Kanban systems, give formulae to determine the minimum number 
of kanbans required, and derive an algorithm to ol)ta.in the optimal order 
interval. The objective is to minimize the average inventory holding and 
ordering costs in a deterministic setting.

Gupta a.nd Gupta. (1989) simula.te (by using System Dynamics) a single 
item, multi-line, multi-sta.ge, dual-card Ka.nban system. They investigate the 
impact of changing the number of kanbans and kanban sizes on the performance 
of the system. The performance measures are chosen to be in-process inventory, 
capa.city utilization or [)roduction idle time and shortage of the final product. 
The authors conclude that determining the number of kanbans is essential 
to the performance of the system, a.nd kee])ing the buffer size consta.nt by 
increasing the ka.nl)a,n size and decreasing the number of kanl)a.ns accordingly 
increa.ses tlie inventory. For the smooth operation in a .JIT environment the 
stages should be l.)alanced and tlie suppliers should be relial)le. And finally, 
the system performance declines with an increase in demand variability.

Karmarkar and Kekre (1989) develop a continuous time Markov model 
to study tlie effect of batcli sizing policy on production lead time and on 
inventory levels. Both single and dual card Kanban cells and two-stage sjestems 
ai'e modeled. The effect of varying the number of kanbans in the cell is also 
examined. The primary intent of the investigation is to develop a qualitative 
a.nalysis of Kanban systems that can provide insights to parametric beha.vior 
of Kanba.n systems. The results show that the kanban size has a significant 
effect on the performa.nce of the Ka.nba.n systems.

Pliilipoom et al. (1990) describe the signal kanban technique and 
demonstrate two versions of an integer mathematical programming approach 

for determining the optimal lot sizes to signal kanbans in a multi-item multi

stage setting. A simulation model is employed to test the efTectiveness of the 
programming models. The models assume no Irackorders, therefore the sta.ges 
are decoupled and interdependencies are eliminated.

Bard and Golony (1991) develop a mixed integer linear program to
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determine the number of kanbans at each stage in a multi-item, multi-stage 
capacitated general assembl,y shop. The objective is to minimize inventory 
holding, sliortage and setup costs for a given demand and planning horizon 
without violating the basic kanban principles. They show that the resulting 
sohd.ions have total costs of approximately half those olrtaiiied using the Toyota 
equa.tion. Tlie model is most a.ppropria.te when the demand is steady and the 
leaxl times are short.

Li and Co (1991) develoj) bounds for an eificient kanban assignment and 
apply them to solve dytiamic programming model in a deterministic, single 
item, multi-stage, serial/a.ssembl3̂ -tree structure production setting. This 
model is a.n extension to Bitran a.nd Chang’s (1987) model. The authors assume 
infinite ca.|)a.city. This assumption not onl̂  ̂ removes the capacity constraints 
but also eliminates the need to keep track of the number of units in partially 

filled kaulians. Therefore, the model is computationally very efficient, even for 
a. comirlex non-serial s,ystem.

Mittal and Wang (1992) develo[) a da.ta.base oriented simulator, CADOK 
(Computer Aided Determination of Kanbans) to determine the number 
of kanbans in a production setting where breakdowns, reworks, setup 
times, variable processing times (normally distributed), and variable demand 

(exponentially distributed) are modeled. Backorder costs are assumed to be 
prohibitively high. The model ca.n handle both assembly and disassembly type 
opera.tions, that is to sa.y, several sta,ges supply products to the same sta.ge 
and one sta.ge supplies parts to several stages, respectively. Also, dela.y can 
be induced for the information to l.ravel from one stage to another. But, 
the system cannot handle backtra.cking so it is only applicable to flowlines or 
modified flowlines.

Askin et al. (1993) develop a continuous time, steady-state Markov 

model for determining the optimal number of production kanbans in a multi
item, multi-sta.ge serial production .setting. The objective is to minimize the 
inventory holding and sliortage costs given external demand and the kanban 

sizes. The external demand assum|)tion permits the modeling of a multi-stage
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system as inclepencleut sta.gcis. The model uses Toyota, equation and finds tlie 
numher of kanlia.ns a.iid sa.rel.y la-ctor. The |)el·Γoı■ma.nee of tlie model is sensitive 
to the a.ecura.te estimation of the (|ueue lengths.

Mitvvasi and Askin (1994) ])i;ovide a nonlinear integer matliematical model 
for the multi-item, single stage, capacitated Kanban system. It is assumed that 
demand is external, dynamic and evenly distributed over ]:>eriod, the system 
is reliable, setups are small enough to allow batch sizes as small a.s a single 
kanban, and no shortages are permissible. The control periods are assumed to 
be small enough to ignore batch sequencing problem. The model is transformed 
to a simpler model with the same set of optima.! and feasible kanban solutions. 
Lower and upper bounds for number of ka.nba.ns a.re develoj)ed. A heuristic 
solution is a.lso presented.

Taka.ha.shi (1994) provides a. simulation model to determine the number of 
ka.nba.ns for single item, unbalanced serial production systems under stochastic 
conditions (demand with exponential distribution and processing time with 
ga.rama. distribution). An algorithm that allows different numbers of production 
and withdrawal kanbans at an inventory point is proposed. It is assumed that 
the total nund:)er of kanbans are known, withdrawal lead time is negligible, and 
backorders are allowed.

Olmo et al. (1995) derive the stability condition of a JIT production system 
with tlie production and supplier kanbans under the stochastic demand and 
deterministic processing times. An algorithm for determining the optimal 
number of two kinds of kanbans that minimize an expected a.vera.gc cost per 
period is devi.sed. In other words, this algorithm determines the optimal safety 
stocks in 'I.'oyota (xjua.tion.

Philipoom et al. (1996) provide a nonlinear integer mathematical model 

for the multi-item, multi-stage, multi-period, capacitated Kanban system. It 

is assumed that demand is deterministic, the system is reliable, setups are 

sequence-independent, production costs are stable, lot sizes remain constant 

throughout the shop and no shortago ŝ are permissible. The model determines 
kanban sizes, number of kanbans, and final assembly sequence simultaneously
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by minimizing Ihe setup and inventory bolding eost.

Ilerkbiy (I9!)(i) investiga.t('s tlu' eflert of kiutba.ii sizĉ  on systi'in peiTonna.nc('- 
in a multi-item, multi-stage, dual-card Kanban system. The performance 
measures are in-]:)rocess inventory and customer service level. The author 
varies the numl)er of ka.nbans and kanban sizes in the tandem so that the 
total in-process inventory ca.pa.city remaijis constant. Simulation results show 
that smaller kanban sizes lea.d to sma.ller in-process inventoricis, and srna.ller 
ka.nba.n sizes can lea.d to better customer service when the cost of the greater 
setup times ca.n l)e offset l)y the Ijcneiits of more fre([ucnt material handling. 
7'he study assumes that the kanban sizes and number of kanba.ns are same 
for a.ll pa.)'ts and the set of kanlran size values are independent of the demand 
distribution.

The limitations of the a.na.lytical models can be stated as follows:

• Most of the models assume that the kanl)a.n sizes are known. The 
except,ions are Gupta, and Gupta (1989), Karmarkar a.nd Kekre (1989), 
and Philipoorn et al. (1996). In the remaining studies, it is a.ssumed that 

kanl)a.n sizes are known a.nd the number of kanbans are determined by 

using these predetermined values. In fact, number of kanba.ns and kanban 
sizes should be determined simultaneously, as these two together affect 
the i)erforma,nce of the system. It is not known under what conditions 
large ka.nban sizes and small numbers of kanbans are [)referred to small 
kanba.n sizes with large numbers of kanbans.

• Almost none of the models, except Philipoom et a.l. (1996), consider 
the impa.ct of operating issues on design parameters. For example, it is 

usually assumed that the control periods are small enough to ignore batch 

seciuencing problem. Even in the study of Philipoom et ah, only the final 

assembly sequence is determined and it is assumed that it propa.ga.tes 

back by the first-come-first-served (FGFS) rule.

• In general, instantaneous mateiial handling is used. There are only two 

models that use noninstantaneous material handling, liy Miyazaki et al.
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(1988) ami Pliilipoom cl. al. (1990). Pliilipooin et al. (1990) develop a 
model for signal kanbans, a.nd Mi_ya,zaki et al. (1988) develop a model 
for supplier and withdrawal ka.nba.ns. The model structures are different, 
and tlie findings cannot be generalized to a dual-ca.rd Kanban s,ystem.

• Several models assume station independence. Askin et al. (1993) and 
Mitwa.si and Askin (1994) assume externa.l demand. The demand for 
each sta.ge is externally generated and with the a.ssumption of sufficient 
capacity, the multistage system ca.n be modeled as independent stages 
linked by their proportional demand rates. Bitran and Cha.ng (1987), 
Philipoom et al. (1990) and Philipoom et al. (1996) do not allow 
ba.ckordcrs. Under .IIT system, all stages are integrally tied to each 
otlier and if one dela.ys a.ll the otliers may be affected. But, with the 
a.ssumi)tion of no backorders, this possibility is eliminated. Therefore, 
each stage can be modeled indei)endently.

• Kimuraand Tera.da (1981), Philii)oom et al. (1990), and Li and Co (1991) 
assume tha.t the ca,pa.city is unlimited. In that wa.y, tlie formulation of 
the model becomes easier.

Tlie limitations of the simulation models can be stated as follows:

• Even though simulation olTers a number of advantages by restricting 
the number of a.ssumptions of the system, it takes a grea.t deal of time 
to develop simulation programs. Ai)art from reaching at optimality, 
one must test many alterna.tive shop configurations. Almost all of the 
simulation models assume demand to be exponentially distributed. More 
realistic assumptions on the demand distribution are necessary.

• Simulation studies to determine the interaction of kanban sizes and 
number of ka,nba.ns are needed. Berkley (1996) study the effect of kanban 
sizes on system performance, but he assumes that the kanban sizes are 

set regardless of the demand distribution. Studies with more general 

assumptions on determination of the kanban sizes should be performed.
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2.2 Determining the Kanban Sequences

In JIT systems, the final assembly schedule determines production schedules for 
all of the stages in tire facility. Once the assembly line is scheduled, it is assumed 
that the sequence propagates back through the system. Kanbans in the rest 
of the shojr are processed in order in which tho,\y are received, i.e. (FCFS). 
However, there are several studies in the literature tha.t test this assumption.

Lee (1987) compares FCFS, shortest processing time (SPT), SPT/LATE, 
higher pull demand (HPF), and IIPF/LATE in a flow shop using dual-card 
Kanban system with .fixed order points. Simulation results show that SPT and 
SPT/LA'l'E out[)erform in several ])crformance measures considered such as 
irroduction rate, utilization, (pieue time, and ta.rdinc:ss. 'I.'he same system is 
simida.t(xl l,o s<h' tlu'. (dlect of difleixuit job mixes, pull ra.(,es, and number of 
kanbans and kanban sizes on the system performance.

Berkley and Kiran (1991) compare the performance ' of SPT, FCFS, 

SP'I'/LATE, and FCFS/SPT in a dual-card Kanban system with constant 
withdrawal cycles. They find that contrary to the conventional results, SPT 
creates the hugest a.verage output material queues and in process-inventories, 
and FCFS and FCFS/SPT creates l.he least. FCFS and FCFS/SPT outperform 
otliei' two rules.

Berkley (1993) compares the performance of FCFS a.nd SPT in a single- 
card Kanljan system with varying queue capa.cities a.nd mateiial handling 
frcqucncic's by a simuhition model. J'he residts of the study arc compa.red 
with the results of Berkley and Kiran (1991). It is shown tha.t the results are 
due to material handling mechanism used in both of the models.

Liimmus (1995) simulates a JIT system to investigate the effect of 

sequencing on tlie performance of the system in a multi-item, multi-sta.ge 

assembly-tree structure setting. The author use three sequencing rules, which 
are Toyota’s goal chasing algorithm (a detailed explanation of the algorithm 
can be found in Monden(1981)), demand-driven production and producing all
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the jobs of the same kind, and stud_y their effects for different sequences given 
various setuj) a.nd ])rocessing times. .She concludes that the sequencing method 
.selected affects tlie performa.nce of the system.

The problem of production leveling through scheduling is crucial to Ka.nba.n 
systems. Sequencing in kanban-controlled sliops are more complex when 
compared to conventional sequencing problems a.s kanbans do not ha.ve due 
da.tes and ka.nban-controlled shops have station Irlocking [Berkley(l992)]. 
Sta.tion blocking ca.n be described as the idleness of a stage due to full outbound 
inventories. Although there are several studies on kanban scheduling, the 
rules used in these studies are simple dispatching rules. More sophisticated 
scheduling rules should be used to determine the effects of scheduling on the 
performance of the system.

Detailed reviews of .JIT and Kanban systems can be found in Berkley (1992), 
Groenevelt (199-3), a.nd Ilua.ng and Kusia.k (1996).

2.3 Related Literature

To avoid ambiguity throughout the study, we will give brief reviews of due date 
estimation models and group technology.

2.3.1 Due Date Estimation

Due dates are treated in two ways in the literature; the}' are either externally 
imposed or internally set. For the internally set due dates, a flow time is 
estimated for each job and a due date is set accordingly. There are several 

models in tlie literature for due date estimation in job shop or flowlines. In 

this section, we will briefly review the work of Ragatz and Mabert (1984). 

The authors compare eight different due date estimation rules in a job shop 
setting on a simulation study. They find out that both job characteristics and 
shop status information should be used to develop due date assignment rules.
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liiformation about workcentcr congestion along tlic routing of a job is more 
useful than the general shop information. Moreover, the use of more detailed 
information in predicting flow times provides only maxginal improvement in 

performa.nce over other rules that use more aggregate information.

More detailed armJysis on due date estimation can be found in Vig and 
Dooley (1993), Russell and Philipoorn(1991) and Mahmoodi et al. (1990).

2.3.2 Group Technology

One of tlie key elements of JIT is group technology (GT). GT is a 
maiuifa.cturing ])hilosophy that exploits similarities in ])roduct design and 
production process. With the application of GT, a wide range of benefits 
ca.n be possible, including variety reduction, reduced setup times, lead time 
and in-])rocess inventory. GT provides the flexibility that support the design 

and implementation of JIT. JIT includes a simplified production line and 
standardized products. GT can be used to form families and machine cells 
which would lead to standardized products a.nd a simplified production line. A 
family is a group of parts that share the same setup, processing, routing, a.nd 
so on.

When parts are classified into a families, family scheduling is applica
ble. A family scin duling procedure incorporates information about family 
membership and generates solutions which build on the elimination of setups 
l)y combining jobs from the same families. There are several studies 
on la.mily sclieduling. In our study, we use the findings of Wemrnerlov 
and Vakharia (1991). The authors compare four family-based scheduling 
])rocedures with four corresponding item-based scheduling procedures on a 

flowline manufacturing cell. They find that first-come-first-served-fainily 
(FGFS-F) is the best performer among the eight rules investigated. The 
authors conclude that for tlie conditions used in the study, family-based 
scheduling approaches can generate significant improvements with respect to 

flow timca.nd lateness-oriented measures. Moreover, when setn]) times increase.
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Uic aclva.nta.ge in using fa.mily-ljased rules over iiern-based rules increases.

Del,ailed reviews on GT can Ire found in OfTodile el, al. (1994) and 
Guna.seka.ian el, al. (1994). Review on GT scheduling ca.n be found in 
VVeınmerlöv a.nd Vakharia. (1991) and Russell and Philipoorn (1991).

2.4 Summary

In this cha.pter, the literature on Ka,nban systems is reviewed. First, the models 
on determining the design parameters are ex|)lained briefly witli emphasis on 
their limitations. A tabula.r format is used to compa.re the models. Then, the 
models for sefjuencing the ka.nl)a.ns are introduced. The results of these studies 
can be summa.rized as follows:

• In the existing literature most of the studies determine the kanban sizes 
and number of k'a.nba.ns sepa.ra.tely. In lact, number of kanbans required 
depends on kanban sizes a,nd these parameters together affect the system 
performa.nce. Therefore these pa.rameters should be set simultaneously, 
not sequentially.

• None of the studies consider the impact of operationa.1 issues on design 

para.meters. The secpiencing in Kanban systems need more elaboration.

• Even though dua.l-ca,rd Kanban systems are periodic, in nature, there are 
a. limited number of studies on periodic review systems.

In the next cliapter, an algorithm is proposed to eliminate the above cited 
limitations of the existing models. The proposed algorithm determines 

withdrawal cycle length, kanban sizes, and number of kanbans simultaneously 

in a periodic review Kanban system. It provides a feedback mechanism to 
evaluate the impact of operational issues such as scheduling and actual lead 

times on the design parameters.
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Problem Statement

ill iliis sl.iK.ly, we i)roposc an aiui.lyl.ical model to dctcnniiic the withdrawal 
cycle length, kanban sizes a.nd number of kanbans simultaneously in a periodic 
review Kanban system under imperfect production settings. With the proposed 
algorithm, we try to eliminate the dellciencies of Kanban system due to its strict 
a.ssuniptions and prerequisites by incorporating flexibility to the system design. 
We use the impact of operating issues such as scheduling and actual load times 
on the design parameters. Moreover, we analytically study the effects of system 
parameters on system performa.nce.

The rest of this chapter is organized as follows: In Section 3.1 the problem is 

definecl, the motiva.l,ing points are highlighted, and the underlying assumptions 
are explained. In Section 3.2 the proposed algorithm is discussed. First, the 
notation used is introduced in Section 3.2.f, then the algorithm is explained in 
deta.il. The clurpter iinishes with the. concluding remarks.

24
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3.1 Problem Definition

In iJiis study, an analytical model is proposed to determine the fixed withdrawal 
cycle length, number of kanbans and kanban sizes simultaneously in a multi
item, multi-stage, multi-horizon periodic review Kanban system on a minimum 
cost

The motivating points behind tins study arc as follows:

Even though setting the kanban sizes is one of the primary decisions that 
tlie designers of a Kanban system must address [Oerkley( 199G)], there are only 
a limited number of studies that determine the number of kanbans and kanban 
sizes simultaneously. The recent research has shown that there is a significant 
relationship between kanban sizes and production lead times, and therefore the 
shop congestion [Ka.rmarka.r a.nd Kekrc(f989)]. The existing studies reflect the 
relation among tire ka.iiban sizes and the average inventory, but for the other 
performa.nce measures no clear rcla.tions a.re present. One of the purposes of 
this study is to investigate ana.lytically the effect of the kanban sizes on the 
system performa.nce by using several performance measures such as average 
in-process inventory, total backorder cost, fill rate and total setup time.

Almost none of the models consider sequencing and determining the design 
parameters simultaneously. It is generally assumed that once the number of 
ka.nbans a.re determined, FCFS can be used to schedule the jobs. In fact, 
tlie ]>iobIcm of production leveling through scheduling is crucial in Kanban 
systems. Selecting the proper scheduling rules becomes even more important 
in the case of imperfect production settings, i.e. settings with high setup times, 
high product variety, and etc. [Huang and Kusiak(I99C)]. In this study, we 
consider the impa.ct of operating pa.rameters on design parameters.

There are a limited number of studies on periodic review systems. In 

fact, the review frequency is an important factor in determining the operating 

parameters, as there is a trade-off between inventory holding cost and setup 

cost. This trade-off should be reflected in the design of a Kanban system.
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In the design of tins proposed algoritlun, we consider severa.1 points to 
increase the ilcxil)ility and adaptahility of the Kanban systems. Wc aJlocate 
different nnmber of kanba.ns at each inventory [)oint to decrease the possibility 
of Idocking and backlogs. We use the idea of transfer Iratch and process batch. 
In that wa.y, the ka.nban sizes can l)c decreased to low levels and the setup times 
can l)e jnstified [Browne(1993)]. We estimate the lead times for each stage 
in terms of periods so tha.t the a.ccnia,cy of the estima.tion increases and the 
problems due to lead time estimation are minimized. We determine the Kanban 
sizes according to demand distributions so that the amount of remnants can 
be decrea,sed.

The following assumptions a.re made through out the study:

• 'I'lie system is a. periodic review system.

• Demand is discrete and stochastic.

• The processing times and setup times are deterministic.

• Kanban processing times are equal to the time required to process all 
pa.rts in a kanban. Half full kanbans are not allowed.

• The setups are sequence dependent. A major setup is required when the 
family being processed at a stage changes. Minor setups are assumed to 
be zero.

• All the parts in a family follow the same routing on a modified flowline. 
Modified flowline is similar to flowline in tliat the material flow is 
unidirectional, but contrary to flowlines, in modified flowlines stage 
skippings are allowed.

• The withdra.wa.l lead time is zero.

• Backorder is allowed, but the backorder costs arc higher when compared 

to inventory holding costs.

• The system is reliable, i.e. there are no machine breakdowns. Processing 
at each stage is carried out without defects.
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• Tlie bill of materials quantity is assumed to be one for caeh component.

Under these assumptions, the withdrawal cycle length, kiinban sizes and 
nnmbcr of ka.nbans are fonnd. The |ra.rametcrs are as follows:

1. Costs terms:

i. unit inventory holding cost

ii. unit backorder (unmet dema.nd) cost

2. family routings

3. processing times

4. sequence dependent setu]) times

5. demand distributions

The ])roposed algorithm generates several alternatives for withdrawal cycle 
length and kanban sizes, and chooses the best combination among these by 
comparing the total inventory holding and backorder costs of each alternative.

To determine the maximum inventory level Toyota formula is used. In 
Toyota formula, the maximum inventory level is calculated by using the 
expression,

maximum inventory level =  na =  DL{1 +  s)

where,

n is the Jiumber of kanba.ns, 

a is the kanban size,

D is demand,

L is lead time, and 

s is the safety factor.
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An ivnporia.nl, ivroljlcin that arise wiili the Toyota fonnulais the estimation 
of the lea.cl times. Lea.cl time is not an attribute of the part, rather it is a 
pro])erty of the shop floor. Lead times vary greatly depending on ca,]vacity, 
shop loa.d, product mix and batch sixes. [Karmarka.r (1987), Karmarkar (1993) 
and Karmarkar et al. (1985)]. Second, it is shown in Karmarkar and Kekre 
(1989) tliat tlie number of kaid^ans a.nd kanban sizes have a significant efiect 
on the performance of the Kanba,n system. So, it is not possible to think L 
independent of these two variables. Therefore, the problem becomes a clifRcult 
one to solve.

VVe try to climiiurtc the first problem through lead time estimation. We 
estimate the flow times for each stage by using the ex]vected period demand. 
There are several studies in the literature for flow time estimation, but they are 
not directly applicable to our system because of its periodic nature. Therefore, 
we modify the work-in-queue (WfQ) rule which is indicated by Ragatz and 
Mabert (1984) as one of the most promising rules of the due date estimation 
literature.

For the second problem, various combinations of n and a are tried, and 
their eifect on the system is investigated through cost terms.

3.2 The Proposed Algorithm

3.2.1 Notation

The following notation is used throughout the thesis.

I number of lamilies

i family index, i =  /

j  item index, j  =  1,.., size]!]

M : number of sta.ges

7?i : ma.chine index, m =  1,.., M
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T

I:

/л'„.

biг j m

O':ijm

(P··
pwi

ij

FĜ ··K)
II

P'ijm

F

/··

iŝ ·m

M AXIN VI]'’j
n -ijin

nop

F

K1

withdrawal cycle length 

period index, I =  1 , {nop ■ 11)

the set of alternatives of kanban size for item j  of family г 

for the withdrawa.1 cycle length of 7"

kanban size for item j  of family i for withdrawal cycle length T 

the set of number of ba.ckorders of items in period I. at stage m 

the number of backorders of item j  of family i in period t at stage ??г, 

i.e. {i, j)ih  component of

unit backorder cost of item j  of family i at stage m 

demand for item .; of family i a.t period I.

(in terms of number of kaul)ans) 

dema.nd for item j  of family i at period i at stage m 

updated demand for item ; of family i at stage m 

expected flowtimeof item j  of family i at stage m 

the remnants of item j  of family i at period t 

planning horizon

unit inventory holding cost of item j  of family i at stage rn

the set of in-process inventories of items at the beginning of period t

at stage m

the in-process inventories of item j  of family i at the beginning of

period i at stage rn, i.e {i,j)th  component of

index set a.t sl.age in at |)criod I,

lead time estimation consta.nt for stage rn

the maximum inventory level of item j  of family i at stage rn

number of kanbans for item у of family i at stage m for

withdrawal cycle length T'

number of periods per shift

the set of possible withdrawal cycle lengths

the updated processing time of item ; of family i at stage m
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Pij m

PS'·rn

Ri

ST,n

size[?!]

,S"··ijrn

SCIIL„,

SSL 

U N  sc 111

WIQ,

])rocessing (,line of item j  of family i at, stage m 

])rocluciion set at stage rn at period I. 

routing of lamily i

se(]uevice depeiidciit setup time matrix at stage m 

number of jiarts in family i

the. set of in-process inventories of items at the end of period 

i at stage m

the set of in-process inventories of item j  of family i at the 

end of period I at stage rn, i.e. {i,j)th  component of S i 

the number of item j  of fa.mily i scheduled at sta.ge rn at period i 

scliedule set at stage m at period I

the set of items that remain unscheduled at stage m at period t 

the probabilistic weight of item j  of family i at stage m 

Work — in — Queue of stage rn

3.2.2 The Proposed Algorithm

'riic ma.in steps of the proposed algorithm are as follows:

ST E P  1: F 'or a.ll the possible values of T in the set P find the number of 
|)eriods per shift:

1lOp — J max f 1

where,

TJ- man: IS alue in set P

STE P 1.1: Call Procedure FEASIBILITY. 
STE P 1.2: Call Procedure LEADTIME. 

ST E P  1.3: size,
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Figure 3.1; l''lowchaii, of llic AlgoriUnn 

Ajj by using the maximutn inventory levels at the final sl.age:

Al, =  {«4  : «4 =  r --------^ , Vc =  { 1. 2 , 4 , . . . ,  2‘ ) )

where,

k is a constant, .'ind

[·] gives the smallest integer greater tlia.u or equal to the operand.

STE P 1.4 : For each alternative of kanban size, aj- € / iL  call Procedure
SCHEDULING.
ST E P  1.5: Calculate the total cost for T by adding up inventory holding 

and backorder costs at each sta.ge.

STE P 2: Select tJie minimum cost alternative to hnd the withdrawal cycle
' *■'’ ·length, kanban sizes and number of kanbans. '
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The ilovvcliarl of Uie pi'0])osccI algoritlun is given in Figure 3.1. The 
procedures used in the algorithm are explained in detail in next sections.

3.2.3 Procedure FEASIBILITY

This ])rocedure checks if the selected withdrawal сз̂ с1е length is operationally 
feasible or not. Tlie steps of the i)iocedure are as follows:

STE P 1: F or all items, calculate a lower bound for period demand by using 
dcma.nd distribution and nop.

STE P 2: For all stages, m =  1 ,...,M , do

STE P 2.1: Form the schedule set with the lower bounds found in STEP 1 
and the routing information.
STE P 2.2: Call Procedure MAKESPAN to find the makespan of the 
schedule set.

STE P 3: Find the maximum makespaii over all stages.
STE P 4: If the maximum makespan is longer than 7’, give a message that 
indicates a revision in daily plan.

STE P 4.1: if T is equal to 7;,„,., EXIT

STE P 4.2: Fllse among the feasible set, select the. alternative with minimum 
cost combination.

STE P 5: else T is feasible.

This procedure is used to quick check the feasibility of the withdrawal cycle 
length. If the cycle length is not long enough to produce even the lowest 
production amount possible, then using this withdrawal length will not be 
operationally fea.sible, as due to backorders the system will be blocked after 
some time. Therefore to avoid system blockage, if the makespan at any of 

the stages is longer than the withdrawal cycle length, we do not shorten the
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rOR ALL ITIZMS:

Figure 3.2: Flowchart of the Procedure FEASIBILITY

withdrawal cycle length a.ny more ajid make the co.st comparison among the 
witlidrawal cycle lengths that are operationally feasible.

The flowchart of the Procedure FEASIBILITY is given in Figure 3.2.

3.2.4 Procedure MAKESPAN

This procedure finds the rnakespan of a schedule set by using nearest neighbor 
(NN) heuristic. The steps of the procedure are as follows:

STE P 1: Group all the jobs in the schedule set to their associated families. 

STE P 2: Sort all the jobs in each family in nondecreasing order with respect 
to their slacks.
STE P 3: Find tlie order of families by nearest neighbor.
ST E P  4: Use tlie order found at STEP 3 to find the makespan of the schedide
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set b}/ adding up tlie setup times and processing times.

As the a.im is to find the minimum ma.kespa.n of a. set of items with sequence- 
de])endcnt setup times, intra-family splits are not allowed. Once the sta.ge is 
set up for a family, all the items of the family a.re processed (STEP 1). Even 
though tlie scc[uence within a. family does not affect the makes]ran a.s minor 

setups a.re assumed to be zero, in STl.'iP 2 the jobs in each family are sorted 
in nondecrea.sing order of their shicks. As our .system is assumed to be a 
reliable one this step seems needless, but for the unreliable systems it will be 
necessar}  ̂ to implement this step to deal with uncerl.ainties. In STEP 3, NN 
heuristic is u.sed to find the family sequences. NN is a procedure in which 
the sequence is constructed by the greed,y approach of alwa.ys selecting the 
shortest setup time not visited. NN is a. myopic rule, but the tests on 
randomly-generated |)rol)lems suggest that it produces solutions within 10 % 
of the optimum solutions for n < 20, but the performance deteriorates if there 
is a considerable variability in the setui) matrix [Baker(lf

3.2.5 Procedure LEADTIME

This procedure finds the maximum inventory level of each item at ea.ch stage 
by using the expected period demands. The procedure has two levels. In the 
first level (STEP l-S4diP 4), lead times are estimated in terms of periods for 
each stage. In the second level (STEI’ 5-STEP 6), by using these estimates 
and Toyota formula, the maximum inventory levels are determined. The steps 
of the ]>rocedure a.re a.s follows:

STE P 1: Eor each sta.ge, form a scliedule set by using the expected daily 
demands of eacli item produced a.t the stage.
STE P 2: Call Procedure MAKESPAN to find the makespan of the schedule 

set.
STE P 3: Let

1-;.;; =  * wiQ,n

where.
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WJQm is the sum of the setup a.ncl processing times of the items in tlie 
queue of the stage.

STE P 4: Determine tlie lca.d time of .stage m:

ST E P  4.1: If F"! is longer than the 
length value, T„uix, in set P then

possible withclra.wal cycle

F”;
Rn =

STE P 4.2: else

STE P 5: For all items:

Tn

Lm —

where,

MAXINV,·· =  [expected period demand * Li * (1 + .s)]

, „expected da.dy demand,expected ])criod demand = ----------------------------------
nop

STE P 6: For each stage, find the maximum inventory levels by propagating 
the va.lue found at the last sta.ge backwards.

I'or m =  2, · · ·, M

where.

MAxiNv;;; =  \l „, * m a x i n v f ]

p is tlie succeeding stage in the routing of family i

As one of the problems that arise with the Toyota, formula is the estimation 
of the lead times, instead of taking the lead time as a parameter we develop 
a lead time estimation procedure that determines the lead time depending on 

the shop information. Ragatz and Mabert (1984) show that the rules that 

utilize shop information generally perform better than rules that utilize only
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job information. As our S3'stem is a periodic review sj'stem, in the literature 
there are no models that can be directly applied to our study. Therefore, we 
select one of the most promising rules of the due da.te estimation literature, 
WIQ, and modify it to adapt to periodic review systems.

Due to tlie periodic nature of our system each sta.ge can be thought 
independent from each other. Therefore, we can estimate the lead times at 
each stage separately. In that wa,}' we increase the quality of the estimation. 
Also, as the lead times are estimated for each stage, the ma.ximum inventory 
level for an item at each stage will change. In that wa.y, we can allocate different 
number of ka.nba.ns a.t each sta.ge for the sa.me item a.nd this will increase the 
flexibility of the s.ystern.

Through STEP 1 and STEP 4, a flow time is calculated for each stage by 
using VVIQ method. For the proper functioning of the JIT .system, a. certain 
minimum amount of inventory must alwa.ys be in the system. We use the 
ex|)ected demand values to calculate that amount. Once the flow times are 
estimated, they a.re converted into periods in STEP 4. In STEP 5 and STEP 
6, by using the Toyota formula and the expected period dema.nds the maximum 
inventory levels are calculated. We propagate the inventory baekward in the 

system so that the upstream stages hold larger inventories than the downstream 
stages. As the information lead time of the Kanban systems are long, the 
u])stream sta,ges ca.nnot react to changes in demand easily a.nd the system 
becomes erratic. To minimize this erratic beliavior, more inventories can be 
allocated to upstream stages. i

3.2.G Procedure SCHEDULING

The scheduling module finds the schedules for each sta.ge in a period. There 

are three main levels in this module. In the first level, we try to schedule all 

the items in the schedule board. If this is not possible, we limit the schedule 

set to form a new set which is called production set. The production set 

determines the number of kanbans of each item that should be scheduled to
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prevent backorders in tlie next period. Then, we try to schedule all the items 
ill tlie production set. If this is possible, for the remaining time we include 
items from the schedule board that are not yet scheduled to our production 
set. But if it is not possible to schedule all the items in the production set, 
we further limit the production set by means of a. proposed index and form 
a new set which is called the index set. At this level, the aim is to decrease 
the backorders as much as possible. If backorders are inevitable, we try to 
minimize the backorder costs.

The levels of the procedure are further explained below:

LEVEL 1: l·'ind the makes|)a.n for the cfvnpicte schedule set A.5',*„, /177'(5iS',*„). 
If MT{SS'J < T , then the schedule set is feasible. Fine tune this schedule 
(STEPS 1.2.2-1.2.3).

LE VE L 2: Else if > T then find a subset of the schedule set,
PSl .̂ If MT{PSl^,) < 7’, schedule all the items in production set For
the remaining time, which is given by {T — MT{PS'„J), solve a set of kua.psack 
problems for the items in — PŜ ^̂ , i.e. items in set but not in set
PS'„, (STEPS 1.2.4-1.2.8).

LE VE L 3: If MT{PSl,^) > then calculate the index for each item and 
form a new set according to this index. /5'*, should be a sidjset of PŜ .̂ 
For the remaining time solve a set of knapsack ])roblcms for the items in — 

(S'l'EPS 1.2.9-1.2.12). If no more items from the set PS „̂ — lSj„ can be 
scheduled for the remaining time, then solve a set of knapsacks for the items 
S'S'- -  JS'̂  .

The detailed steps of the procedure are as follows:

STE P 1: For all the periods do

ST E P  1.1: Find the number of kanbans demanded at period t for ea.ch 
item.

STE P 1.2: For each stage
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STE P 1.2.1: Updato; schedule set

=  UN sc HR!, +  ,

STE P 1.2.2: Call Procedure MAKESPAN with the current schedule 
set,
STE P 1.2.3: If < T, fiueturie the schedule and goto STEP
1 .2 .

STE P 1.2.4: Else find an updated demand for the next period for each 
item by using the most recent demand values (in terms of number of 
kanbans):

cC- = w.· YSi-i (demand for period t — i)
n

+ (1 — to) =): (demand for period /,)

where

to is a constant (weight), and

77. is the number of past periods used in forecasting

STE P 1.2.5: Find the minimum amount of each item that should be 
scheduled to avoid future backorders by using the updated demands, on- 
hand inventories, demands for the period, and backorders.

minimum a.mounl· to be scheduled =  updated demand

— (inventory from period i — 1)

-|- (demand at period /;)

-f- (backorders from period — 1)

Mathematically,

p A . .  — . /« ·  _  c t - i  I 7 ) i  L  rT 't-l
m

STE P 1.2.6: Form a production set, Include all the items with
])ositive production amounts.
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STE P 1.2.7: Call Procedure MAKESPAN with the new set, PSt,. 

STE P 1.2.8: if MT(P,S','„) < T

STE P 1.2.8.1: From the unscheduled jobs in — select jobs 
for the remaining time.

.STEP 1.2.8.1.1: Find the probabilistic weight for each unsched
uled item, „1.

The probabilistic weight is the diil'erence between the probability 
that an item will be backordered in the next period multiplied with 
its baekorder cost a.nd the [)robability that the item will remain 
unused multiplied with its inventoiy holding cost.

-  + g , „ )  ■ h ,„

STE P 1.2.8.1.2: For all unscheduled jobs with positive probabilis
tic weights find tlie updated processing times,

Tlie updated processing time of item j  of family i will be either the 
processing time of the item if at least one item of family i is already 
scheduled in the set P.S',*, , or the sum of processing time and family 
setup time (with respect to final family iji the schedule) otherwise.

STE P 1.2.8.1.3: Solve knapsack problem with the updated 
processing times and probabilistic weights to find tlie next item 
to be scheduled.

MAX E L  ■ W,Jrn)

subject to

I size[i]

E  E  · ! i „ . )  < (T -  MK{PS·:,))
i=\ 7=1

X ijm  <  R M ij,n
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Aijyji IS Uli*

where,

is the amount of item j  of family i in the set SSj,^~PS^„., 

R.M,„ is tlie set SS',,̂  — PSjn, and

Nijm is the number of items ;’ of family i at stage m that should 
be included to from the set RA4m

The right hand side of the first equation gives the remaining time. 
It is the difference Ijetween the withdrawal cycle length a.nd the 
ma.kespan of the schedule set PS'l',,. Repeat STEP 1.2.8.1 until 
the remaining time is ĥ ss tlian the minimum updated processing 
time.

STE P 1.2.8.1.4: If an item with a new setup is selected in
knapsack problem, include only this item to and goto STEP 

1.2.7. That is, if a new setu]) can be justified, then the updated 
processing times of items will change and the analysis should be 
repealed.

STE P 1.2.8.2: Update the slack values of the unscheduled jobs.

STE P 1.2.8.3: Goto STEP 1.2.

ST E P  1.2.9: Else update PSl,. If the production amount of an item 
is bigger than its expected demand, set the production amount to the 
exp ('.c t cd d e m a. n d.

STE P 1.2.10: Call Procedure MAKESPAN with the updated P·?*,.

STE P 1.2.11: If MT'(P5','J < T, repeat STEP 1.2.8.1-STEP 1.2.8.3 for 
the updated .

ST E P  1.2.12: else for all i =  I,.·., /  and j  =  1,...,.7 do
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îjm

+

sequence-dependent setup time of family i
total backorder cost of tlie family i

Pijm

(1 -f· /-/¿jf'777, ) * hi j·,·

where,

total backordc'r cost of tlie fa.mily i — E.!=o"(·'’ T 1) · Q , · Ejm·,

Lijm be the jnaximum slack of item (¿, j )  at stage n?., and

Qqmf·'?] is Ibe number of kanba.ns for item (i, j)  that is backlogged for s 
periods a.t stage rn

In l lie Kanba.ii systems, tlici in-process inventories should always be fidl. 
liven if there is no demand, tliere may be an ordci· for an item which has 
lower in-process inventory than the maximum inventory level. For these 

items, there is no backorder, so their slacks are expressed as zero and 
(Td¿jm,[0] is the amount needed to fill up the in-process inventories.

ST E P  1.2.12.1: Select the item with the smallest index and include 
it to the index set, Add the processing time and set-up time of
tlie selected item to the total time. Repeat STEP 1.2.12.1 while the 
total time is less than ¡3% of 7'. Recalculate iiidex at each repetition. 
STE P 1.2.12.2: Call Procedure MAKESPAN with the new schedule 
set, IS^.

STE P 1.2.12.3: For the remaining time, select jobs from the 
unschedided job set, PS',], ~ IS',,.

ST E P  1.2.12.3.1: Find the probabilistic weight for each unsched
uled item.

STE P 1.2.12.3.2: For all unscheduled jobs find the updated 

processing times.

STE P 1.2.12.3.3: Solve Knapsack problem with the updated 
processing times and probabilistic weight to determine the next item 
to be scheduled.
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MAXZLEffH>^^Tn-vM.n)

subject to

/  sizc[i]

E  E  'p;;».) '5 1 ) )
i=[  ;=1

-Aijm ^ RA'Ljm

Xijm is integer

where,

R M , i s  the n.inount of item j  of fa.mily i in the set PSl  ̂— 

RM„i is the set — /-5^, and

Xijm is the number of items j  of family i at stage m. that should 
be included to FSL from the set RM,n

Repeat STEPs 1.2.12.2- 1.2.12.3 until the remaining timéis less 
than the minimum updated processing time.

STE P 1.2.12.3.5: If a.n item with a new setup is selected in 
knapsack problem, include only this item to IS¡„ a.nd goto STEP 
1.2.12.2. Tha.t is, if a new setup ca.n be justified, then the updated 
processing times of items will change and the analysis should be 
repeated.

STE P 1.2.12.4: If time rema.ins, select jobs from the unscheduled 
job set, SSI -  ISt„.

STE P 1.2.12.4.1: Find the probabilistic weight for each unsched
uled item:

STE P 1.2.12.4.2: For all unscheduled jobs find the updated 

processing times.

STE P 1.2.12.34.3: Solve Knapsack problem with the updated
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processing lirucs ajid i)jobabilisLic weight to determine tlie next item 
to be scheduled.

Repeat STEP 1.2.12.4 until the remaining time is less than the 
minimum updated piocessing time.

STE P 1.2.12.5: For the unscheduled items update the slack values.

STE P 1.3: F ind the baekorder and inventory holding cost over all stages.

STE P 1.4: Find the total setup time.

In the scheduling module, the main goal is to complete as many items 
a.s possible from the schedule board in the given period. If it is possible to 
complete the whole set, tlie second and third levels of the module are not used. 
But if it is not possible to complete all the items, then a subset of this schedule 
set is chosen at tire second and third levels. The flowchart of the scheduling 

module is given in Figure 3.3.

In bevel 2, an updated demand is calculated. There are two reasons for
this:

• To lower the probability of baekorder. As the whole schedule set SS^ 
ca.nnot be completed withiji the given period, a subset of it should be 
selected. This subset should reflect the demand trend, therefore the 
demands for the current period and last n periods are used.

• do inc.oi'|)ora.l,e a. global pc'ispective into the schedule. Till now, the stages 
are thought independent of each other. This is a reasonable assumption, 
as there were no backorders. But, as the whole schedule set cannot be 

completed, baekorders will be inevitable. Therefore, to deal with this 

interdependency among the stages, a production amount that considers 
the expected demand in the future is used.

So, a production amount is found for each item by using the demand 
estimate, current inventory, and backorders. This production amount is the
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ininiimim amouni, (,lia(, sliould Ixi ])rocluced in this period. A new schedule 
set is formed in STEP 1.2.6 1)}̂  using this production amount. If this set 
which is a subset of tlie former one can l>e completed within the period, a 
furtlier analysis is done to include jolrs from unscheduled set into schedule 
set (STEP 1.2.8). In this analysis, the a.irn is to select the most profitable 
items among the unscheduled ones. I'br eadi item, by using its probability 
distriluddon, tlie backorder jirobahility and inventory holding probability a.re 
calcula.ted. These probabilities are multiplied with their associa.ted costs. The 
j)robal)ilistic weight together with the njidated processing time is used to decide 
if it will be profitable to produce the item in the remaining time slot. In case 
the production set cannot be com|)leted within the period, the third level of 
the procedure is used. In thi.s level, we [iropose a new index that considers a 
|)ossible trade off between a setup time lost for a. family with the urgency of 
an item. Prior to tlie usage of the index the production set is updated. If any 
of the items have a lower expected demand than its production amount, the 
production amount for the item is set to the the expected demand. In the index, 
backorder costs are assumed to be the weights for each item. Eor the families, 
tire total baekorder cost over all items is considered as the weights. First term 
of the index allocates the family sel,u[) to each item in the famil}'. According 
to this index, an initial schedule set is formed. We use the index to form the 
initial set till /?% of the period length is occui)ied and for the remaining time a 

probabilistic analysis similar to the one in Level 2 is used. The only diíTerence 
between the probabilistic analysis used in Level 2 and Level 3 is that, in Level 
2 gain can be negative or positive, while in Level 3 it is strictly positive due to 
U|Kla.ting the schedule set prior to index calculation.

/3 is a number between 0 and 100, and it determines the amount of knapsack 
problems tha.t will be solved. Even though the index is dynamic, it is myopic 
in jiature. So to decrease tlie problems caused l)y the myopicity of the index, 

knapsack formulations are used. There is a trade-oIT between using the index 
and knapsack problems. The index is faster but the knapsack problems 
eliminate the myopicity. When ¡3 is small, we solve more knapsacks so the 

computation time increases but the solution is less myopic. When ¡3 is big.
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a. I)igger |)orl/ion of llie peiioc! is filled l\y using (,he index so the computation 
time d(M'i'('.a.s('s.

3.3 Summary

In this study an analytical model is proposed to determine the fixed withdrawal 
cycle length, lumdrer of kanbans and kanban sizes, and kanban schedules 
simultaneously in a multi-item, multi-stage, multi-horizon periodic review 
Kanl)a.n system under an imperfect production setting.

The proposed algorithm is designed to increase the flexibility of the system. 
With the proposed algorithm:

• Difl'erent number of kanbans ca.n be allocated at each inventory point to 
decrease the possibility of blocking and backlog.

• The idea of transfer batch and process batch are introduced.

• Lea.d times a.re estimated for eacli stage in terms of periods so the 
accuracy of the estimation increases and the problems due to lead time 
estimation are minimized.

• Ka.nban sizes a.re determined according to dema.nd distributions so that 
the amount of remnants can be decreased.

With i,h.e index that we ])ropose, we consider the possible trade-off between the 
setup times and backorders. Even though the sta.ges are scheduled sepa.rately, 
they are not independent due to the look ahead in the proposed algorithm. 
Therefore, the proposed algorithm eliminates the possibility of total blockage 

of the system.

hi the next cliapter, the erriciency of the proposed algoritlim will be tested 

through an experimental design.
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I OR KACII I’l-RlOO

Figure 3.3: Flowchart of the Procedure SCHEDULING



Chapter 4

Experimental Design

In tivis chapter the eiliciency of the proposed algoritlun is tested. We compare 
the ])erformance measure values found by the proposed algorithm with the 
values found by methods in the existing literature. All the algorithms are coded 
iir C language and compiled with Cnu C compiler. The IP formulations in the 
proposed algorithm are solved by using callable library routines of CPLEX 
MIP solver on a Sparc station 10 under SunOS 5.4.

in the next section, the experimental setting is explained and the methods 
that we compare the proposed algoritlnn with are described. In Section 5.2, the 
results are presented and discussed. The final section summarizes this cha.pter.

4.1 Experimental Setting

lo  test the efficiency of the proposed algorithm an experimental design with 

the factors given in .['able 4.1 is performed. The experimental design is a 
2 full-factorial design as there are seven factors M'itli two levels each. Five 
replications are taken for eacli combination. Therefore, 640 different randomly 
generated runs a.re obtained.

Five performance measures are used. The inventory liolding cost and

47
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Fad.ors Dcfiiii(,ion L.jOW High
A
B

Niiiribcr of I'amilicK
Demand Mean, //. 25 40

C
D

D eman d Vari ab i 1 i ty, 6.3 8.8
Number of Parts in each family UN -  [4,8] UN ~  [8,12]
Im babul ce bala.nced unbalanced
S/P ratio 0.9 1.75

G B/1 ratio

Tal)le 4.1: Uxperimental ]bi.ctor.s

backorder cost are the sum of the inventory holding and Irackorder costs over
all stages, respectively. Fill rate is the probability of an order being satisfied 
through the inventories and it is calculated only for the final stage. Setup 
time is the sum of the .setup times at each stage. Setup time is a surrogate 
performance measure, i.e. as long as the system reacts timely, it is not 
important if tlie setup times a.re higli or low. Finally, the run time is the 
comi)uta.tion time in seconds.

Brief explanations for the experimental factors a.re as follows:

• The number of fa.milies and the number of parts in each family affect the 
product mix and congestion of the shop floor. As the number of families 
increase, the setup requirement increases and the scheduling decision 
becomes more important.

• d'hc demand mean and derna.nd variability specify the mean and the 
standard deviation of the demand distribution. The ¡probability mass 
function (prnf) of the demand distribution for low variability case is 
defined as:
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wlle re

¡Did)

0.1 :, D = UN ~ [/./.-10 ,/7 ,-7 ]
0.2 ,̂ D =  UN ~ [/'· -  6, -  3]
0.4 ,, D = UN ^ [ß -  2, ß -p 1]
0.2 ,, D r=UN [/'■ 4- 2, //. 4- 5]
0.1 ,, d  = u n [ß +  6, ß -f 9]

0 ,, otherwise

//. is the mean of Llic demand distribution

UN stands for the uniform distribution

This density states tJiat 10% of the time demand will be distributed 
uniformly between [//, -  10,/i -  7], and for another 20 % of the time it 
will be distributed uniformly between [/,i — 6,/t — 3] and so on.

The prüf of the demand distribution for high variability Ccase is defined 
as:

M d )  =  ,

0.1 , D = U N ^ { p - 15,/i — 11]
0.2 , D =  UN - [P - 10, p, - 6 ]
0.4 ,, Ü = UN - [p - 5 ,/i- f  4]
0.2 ,̂ 0  = U N ^ [p + 5,/i -1-9]
0.1 ;, D = UN [p + 10,//. +  14]
0 ,, otherwise

• The fifth factor relates with the baJance of the system. In the balanced 
case, the processing times of items have tlie same uniform distribution 
at each stage. In the unbalanced case, the processing times at the 

fourtli stage (stage D in the routing) has a. uniform distribution witli 
a higlier mean. Tlierefore, the fourth stage becomes a. bottleneck stage 
and consequently the smooth material flow is disturbed.

• The sixth factor is used to determine the sequence-dependent setup times
at each stage. The setup time has a uniform distribution. The lower 

bound, and the upper bound, SHm̂  of the uniform distribution
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Fa.mily Operation Sec(iicncc
1 A B (J I) E
2 A 1)
3 A G I) E
4 A B D
5 A D E
6 A D
7 A C D

Table 4.2; Fcarnily Routings

a.re calculated by using the S/P ratio and the processing times at each 
stage. First, the avera.ge processing time of each family at each stage is 
calcula.ted as follows:

avera,gc processing time of family i at stage rn =  — ------
.sггe[г]

where,
I\ is an estimated ka.nba.n size

K  is selected according to Factor D. When Factor D is low, this estimate 
is 25 and when it is high, it is 50. This diiTerent values are used to keep 
the ratio of the setup time to total time constant. Then, SL„i and SHm 
values are calculated as follows:

SLm =  S/P · average processing time of family i at stage m ■ 0.50 

SH,n =  S/P · average processing time of family i at stage m ■ 1.50

• 'Phe seventh fcicl.or is B /I ratio. The backorder cost of an item is equal 
to the inventory holding cost times the B /I ratio:

^ijm B/I ■ hijm

The pa.rametcrs are generated as follows:

• There are five stages, denoted as A, B, C, D and E.
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U,5 l , U W

Figure 4.1: Layout

• Tire longest possible withdiawal cycle length is 480 minutes, i.e. a shift 
is equal to 480 minutes.

• The routings for families are fixed and given in Table 4.2 and Figure 
4.1. When Factor A is at tire low level, tire first four families are used. 
Tire letters and the numbers in Table 4.2 and Figure 4.1 stand for the 
stages and jobs, respectively.

• The safety factor, .s, is 0.05.

• The forecasting weight is 0.5 and three past periods are used for 
estimation.

• The lead time coefTicient is same for all stages and equal to 1.01.

• The inventory holding costs are generated randomly from the interval 

UN ~  [5,10].

• The processing times for balanced case are selected ra.ndornly from the 

interval UN ~  [0.1,0.3]. For unbaJanced case, the processing times at 

stage 4 arc selccl.ed randomly from the interval UN ~  [0.3,0.5] when the 
number of parts in each family are low, a.nd from the interval UN ~
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[0.2,0.4] wlien it is iiigli. Two diirereul, disl.ribul.ions are selected to keep 
the setup to processing time ratio in the system constant.

• As all the demand distributions a.re assumed to be identical, the ka.nba.n 
sizes for all items are the same. There are six alternatives for kanban 
sizes, i.e. k = 5 in STI'IP l..'l of the proposed algorithm:

... , hdAXINV,!,·
4  = {a[  ̂ : « i  =  r------- -̂---- ^ l ,V c =  {1 ,2 ,4 ,8 ,16 ,32}}

• h'or the withdra.wal cycle length, six alternatives are generated such as 
{8,4,2,1,0.5,0.25} hours or {480,240,120,60,30,15} minutes. There
fore, to determine the values of the decision variables, tlie algorithms 
evaluate 36 alternatives a.nd select the one with minimum inventory 
holding and ba.ckordcr cost.

Tlie experimental design is also applied to the commonly used sequencing 
rules in the literature. Four sequencing rules are considered, which are SPT, 
SPT-F, FCFS, a.nd FCFS-F. It is shown l)y Berkley and Kiran (1991) that 
under periodic review Kanban systems, FCFS and FCFS/SPT perform better 
than SPT or SPT/LATE. Lee (1987) and Lee and Seah (1988), on the other 
hand, show that SPT and SPT/LATE perform better than FCFS. Therefore, 
wc select FCFS and SPT/LATE as in the ea.rlier studies their performance 
are justified. VVcrnmerlov and Vakharia (1991) show that the family-based 
ndes ])erform better tha.n their corresponding item-based rules when the 
])erforma.nce measure is flow time. Therefore, even though the fa.mily-ba.sed 
rules ha.ve not been used in Jl'l·' literature before, we select the corresponding 
family-based ndes of FCFS and SPT/LATE to test the validiujss of this finding 
under kanban settijig. For each rule, the selection is made among the items on 
the schedule board that have a. corresponding full ka.nba.n in in-bound storage.

Even though FCES ignores shop status and job characteristics, it is included 
as it is the most commonly used method in the literature. According to FCFS, 

the item that has the maximum slack, i.e. the item that arrives the scheduling 

board first, is processed first. The items in the same family tliat have the same 

slack are grouped and processed together. SPT is used as the tie-brea.king rule.
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Tlial. is, among thoj groups that have ilie same slack, the one witli tlie shortest 
processing time is processed first.

I'’CI'\S-F schedules all families, and all it(;ms within each family according 
to FCFS. For each family, a slack value is calculated by summing up the 
slack values of the items in the fa.mily. Among the families, the one with the 
maximum slack is chosen first. If ties exist, SP'l'-F is used as the tie-brea.king 
rule, i.e. tlie family with the rniiiijnum average processing time is processed 
first.

SPT/LATE is a modified version of the SPT which is used to identify tlie 
lal.e it(;ms. It uses SPd' rule to choose among the items. When the ma.ximum 
sla.ck of a.n item reaches to a level, FCF8 replaces SPT and the items that are 
late are processed first. This SI^T/LATIi is a modified version of the rule used 
by Berkley and Kiran (1991). In tlie rest of the thesis, SPT/LATE is referred 
as SPT.

SPT-F schedules all families, and all items within each family according 
to SPT. For ea,ch family, an average processing time is calculated by taking 
tlie average of the processing times of the items in the family. The family 
with the minimum average processing time is processed first. FCFS-F is the 
tie-breaking rule.

4.2 Experimental Results

The overall results of the algorithms are summarized through Table 4.3 to 

Table 4.9. The tables show the minimum, a.vera.ge, a.nd the maximum values for 
the performance measures for all of the algorithms. For the ease of explanation, 
first a. representative graph for the cost terms is given in Figure 4.2. The x-axis 
corresponds to withdrawal cycle length alternatives. Alternative 1 corresponds 
to 480 minutes a.nd alternative 6 corresponds to 15 minutes, i.e. alternatives 

are in decreasing order of withdrawal cycle lengths. For all the withdrawal 

cycle length alternatives, the kanban sizes are the same and equal to one.
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Figure 4.2: Tlic detailed analysis of cost components

From Figure 4.2, we see tliat as the withdrawal cycle lengths get shorter, the 
inventory holding costs decrease a.nd the backorder costs increase.

In 'Table 4..3, the minimum inventory levels of the algorithms are 
summa.ri7,cd. The Jiiinimum inventory Icvods are calculated by summing up 
the inventory holding costs wlien inventories are full over all stages over the 
plamiing horizon. For the Kanban system to work properly a minimum level 

of inventory should be kept in the system. Once this level is determined, the 
invejitories should be kept full, and the deviations reflect the nervousness of 
the system that should be interpreted as lost production. Minimum inventory 

level is not a performance measure and it should not be interpreted alone.
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M il l .  tn v . Level FCFS FCFS-J-’ SPT SPT-F Proposed Algorillun
Mini in am 141552 943G8 141552 943G8 141552
A vera.ge 1361891 63G928 1347406 517241 1537542
Ma.xiiTuun 10621760 5981832 10621760 4834472 12537344

Tal)lc 4.3: Com|)aii,soii of ilic iniiiimum inventory levels of algorithms

As long a.s the system performs good, the lower the minimum inventory level, 
the better the system performance. When we compare the algorithms we see 
that the minimum inventory level is rnaxinuim for the proposed a.lgorithm. 
The. minimum va.lue is achieved by SP'f'-F. The family-l)a.sed approaches hold 
less inventory than the item-based methods. This result can Ire interpreted 
as follows: as can Ire seen from Figure 4.2, for the same kanlran sizes as the 
withdrawal cycle lengl.hs get shorter, the inventoi y holding costs decrease. The 
backorder costs increase as setup t(r [rrocessing time raUo increases. For the 
family-based methods, the setup to processing time ratio is smaller, therefore 
family-based metliods can force the witlidra.wa.1 cycle lengtlis to shorter values. 
Out for the item-based methods this ra.tio is higher, so longer withdrawal cycle 
lengths are cliosen, and tlie minimum inventory level increases. This result is 
also sliown in Table 4.5 where the number of insta.nces of best withdrawal cycle 
lengl.lis for (.he algorithms are given. When we analyze the Table 4.5, we see 
that the. withdrawal cycle length selected is not robust to sclieduling rule used. 
This lesult sliows the impact of operating pa.ra.meters on design parameters 
in decision making. In the existing literature, insta.ntancous material handling 
and I'XJFS is used, but when we consider the table, we see that this combination 
is not eiTective. In fact, i(.em-l)ascd rules perform well when the withdrawal 
cycle lengths are long enough so (.hat the setu]) times can be justihed and 
the items can be highlighted. Family-based rules, on the other hand, prefer 
shorter withdrawal cycle lengths. The proposed algorithm selects a different 

cycle length with respect to the system parameters.

In Table 4.4, the inventory holding costs are given. When we interpret
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Ibl.aJ cost ITir'S FCFS-F SPT SPT-F P roposccl A Igori ill in
Miniiriuin 121822.9 74493.8 121822.9 74383.6 102888.4
A vera ge 1111238 491503.4 1103024 107045.2 1226052
Maximum 9051021 4794965 9051021 3785738 10254816

Table 4.4: Coinpari.sou of Uic inventory holding costs of algorithms

VVithdrawa.l Cycle 
Length (minutes) FCFS FCFS-F SI’ d' SPT-F

Proposed
Algorithm

480 14 0 14 0 54
240 156 11 146 62
120 260 98 266 55 164
60 70 1.3.3 174 7.3 219
3 0 40 277 40 2 T 5 1.37
15 121 261

Table 4.5: Comparison of the number of instances of withdra.wal cycle lengths 
of algoritlims

these values in conjunction with the minimum inventory levels, we see that 
even tliough the family-based methods hold a lower level of inventory, they 

cannot react timely as on the avera.ge 77.1% and 78.7% of inventories are full 
for FCFS-F and SPT-F, respectively. The best performance is achieved by 
FCP'S, a.s on the avera.ge 81.6% of inventories are full. For SPT this ratio is 
77.2% and for the proposed algorithm it is 79.7%. These figures are obtained 
by dividing the a.vera.ge inventory holding cost to avera.ge minimum inventory 
level of each algorithm.

This finding is consistent with the findings of Berkley and Kiran (1991) 
and Wemmerlov and Vakharia (1991). In a simulation study, Berkley a.nd 

Kiran conclude that ‘ ...the use of SPT to be disruptive to the coordination 

of the kanban-production control system. ... Further, SPT ha.s the greatest 
a.verage finished-goods witlidrawal kanban waiting times.’ . Wemmerlov and
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Ba.ckordcr cost FCFS h'CFS-F SPT SP'I’-F [^oposecl Algoritlini
Miinnuiin 0 0 0 0 0
Average 405924.4 273012.2 394840.4 280428.2 85198.32
Maximum 8909065 4503146 8578615 4864888 7630009

Table 4.6: Comparison of tlie backorder costs of algorit

Fill rate FCFS FCFS-F SPT SPT-F Proi)osed AIgoritlini
Minimum 0.597 0.751 0.618 0.711 0.520
Average 0.9743 0.9687 0.9736 0.9704 0.9906
Maximum 1 1 1 1 1

Table 4.7: Compar ison of tlic fill rates of aJgoritbms

Va.klia.ria show tliat the family-based scheduling rules can generate significant 

improvements with respect to flow time and lateness-oriented performance 

measures over item-based rides.

'fable 4.6 shows the backorder costs for the a.lgorithins. The proposed 
algorithm has the minimum average backordei' cost. In terms of backorder 
costs, tlie family-based methods work better then the item-based methods. 
'I'he second best average performance is achieved b}' FCFS-F.

Ill Table 4.7, the compa.rison of tlie fill rates of algorithms is given. Again, 
tlie best a.vera.ge performance is achieved l)y the ])roposed algorithm. Among 
the other algorithms, item-ba..sed methods perform better, and among them 
FC1''S performs better than SP'!'.

Table 4.8 compares the total setup times of algorithms. On the average, the 

proposed algorithm uses the minimum setup time. For the rest, as expected, 

family-based methods have lower average setup times. Even though setup 

time is a. surrogate measure, Wemmerlov and Vakharia (1991) have shown 
tha.t tlie ability to avoid setups is related with the performance of scheduling
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Setup time FCFS FCFS-F SPT SPT-F Proposed Algorithm
Minimum 690.7 476.3 690.7 682.3 0
A VCrage 2232.47 2158.68 2252.68 1970.37 1837.90
Ma.ximuni 3854.80 3451.61 3854.80 3401.99 4065.20

1 able 4.8; Compai'ison of llie iota.1 .setup times of algoritbrns

Run time l''GT'S l-'CFS-F SPT SPT-F Pro|)o.se(l Algorithm
Miuinuim 7.48 4.84 6.6·' 4.19 19.05
A vera.ge 19.80 2.8.48 20.20 16.20 54.98
Maximum 40.6'l 66.58 14.41 38.46 1850.34

Table 4.9: Comparison of the run times of algorithms

|)roce(lures in general. The proposed algorithm decreases the total setup time, 
and therefore increases the total available production time and the performa.nce 
of the system in terms of other measures improve.

And rmall}̂ , in Table 4.9 tire comparison of the run times of algorithms is 
presented. The average run time of the ¡rropo.sed algorithm is the liighcst as 

exjrected Irut still well witliin the acceptable limits for sucli a decision making 
problejn.

As a summary, the average performance of the proposed algorithm in terms 
of ba.ckorder cost, fill rate and setup times is better than the methods commonly 
used in the literature, but the a.vcra.ge run time is considerably high. When we 

compare the existing methods we see that the avera.ge performance of FCFS 
is not bad as it is expected by Lee (1987) and Lee and Seah (1988). In both 
of these studies, the authors use global lateness information to sequence jobs 
on a flow line with a fixed qua.ntity, nonconsta.nt withdrawal cycle Kanban 

system and find that SPT/LATE performs significantly better the FCFS. In 

fact, our findings are consistent with the findings of Berkley and Kiran (1991) 

and Berkley (1993) who perform simulation studies on fixed withdrawal cycle.
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nonconstanl, quantit.y Kanban sj'stevn.

To see tlie eiFects oF I,he experiinenlal Faetors on the system perFormance, 
For ea.ch Factor vve prepare the tables that show tlie perFonnance oF the system 
For low and high values oF each Facl.or. The results are summarized in the rest 
oF this section.

• Demand Mean and Demand Variability

When dema.nd mean increases, tlie minimum inventory level increases. 
This result is obvious, as the minimum inventory level is calculated 
directly by using the demand mean. The backorder costs increase and 
the fill rates decrease as the system load increases.

According to the existing literature when the demand variability in 
the S3estem increase, the system perFormance should decline. When we 
investigate the tables in Apj)endix A we see tha.t. For low demand mean 
tills result is also a.chieved in our experimental design. But, surprisingly. 

For high dema,nd mean some contradicting results are found. When we 
consider the high demand mean, low demand variability combination we 
see that for 16 out of 160 runs, a.ll the algorithms beha.ve erratic and give 
solutions worse than that found in the same combinations of high demand 
mean, high demand va.ria.bili(y. For the rest of the runs, the results are 

as expected. All these 16 runs correspond to the same replication. As 
for the high variability case the lower bound for the demand distribution 
is smaller, there is cha.nce that the high variability case might create 
lower dema.nd values. In the corresponding replica.tion, the demands are 
generated lower than the ones for the high variability case which seems 
as if the performa.nce of this combination is better. In fact, if the runs are 
re|)cated vvitli more replica.tions, i.e. the effect of biased random numbers 

can be eliminated, this effect should diminish, and findings consistent 
with the existing litera.ture should be found.

When we consider the total setup times, at the first sight it seem as if 

contradictory results are found. But, total setup times should not be 

interpreted alone. Total setup times can be low due to system blockage
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w'liich is in fact a. lugbly undesirable situation. So, when we interpret all 
the tables together we can conclude that in some re|)lications for high 
demand mean, low demand variability combination, system blockages 
might have occurred wliich causes unpredictable results in terms of 
performance mea.sures.

• The number of families and the number of parts in each family

VVIu'u the niimlxu· of ra,mili<'s a.nd/or numlxu' of pa.its in ('acli fa.mily 

change(s), the system performance clianges. By using the tables in 
Appendix B, we examine the effect of the number of families and/or 
number of parts in each family on the system performance. The results 
are given below.

As tlie number of families and/or number of parts in each family 
inci(ia,se(s), the average inventory holding cost and backorder cost 
increase. This result is obvious as cost terms a.re linear. But when we 
compare the percent increases, we see that the percent increase in cost 
terms are higher than the percent increase in the number of items in 
the system. Therefore, the increase in cost terms is also related with a 
decline in system performance. When the number of families increase, 
tlie product variety and the total setup times inciease. When tlie number 
of parts in each family increase, tlie kanban variety increases. In a 
simulation study, Krajewski et al. (1987) sliow that Kanban systems 

perform well only under certain operating conditions. Under this set 

of conditions other approaches like MRP also perform well. The authors 

conclude that the operating conditions are key to improvements in system 
|)erfonnance. Kanban .system performs best when the .setup times are 
small and tlie products are standardised. When the setup times and 
|)roduct/kanba.n variety increase, the operating conditions a.re disturbed 

so does the performance of the Kanban system.

The fill rate decreases as a result of increase in any one of the above 
factors. Til is result is also related with the disturbance of the kanban 
conditions.

When the number of families and the number of parts in each family
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increase, tlie setup times clecrease. As the systeiîi congestion increases, 
some', of (,Ik' parts oi· ra.mili('s may Im; hlockc'd. 'I’lunc'J'ori'., diK' to blockages 
setup times can decrease. In fact when botli factors are higi), the average 
setnj) time is minimum.

The above results a.re ap])l.icablc to all of the algorithms. Therefore, we 
ca.u conclude that when the system is congested, the performance of the 
Ka.nba.n system declines, in fa.ct, this result is consistent with Ilua.ng 
et al. (1983). Ilua.ng et aJ. conclude tha.t for the [)roper functioning of 
Kanban system, excess capacity is necessary.

Congestion can create bottleneck stages which will affect the performance 

of Kanban systems. The detailed analysis for bottleneck sta.ges are given 
under the subheading of imlralauce.

If we com|)a.re the a.vera.ge p('rforma.nces of the algorithms, we sec that 
in terms of fill rai.es and backorder costs the average i)crformance of the 
proposed algorithm is better than the average performa.nces of the other 
algorithms at any load level. Among the other algorithms, for highly 

loaded systems, the fan:\ily-ba.sed a])proaches perform better, while in 

loose ca.ses item-ba.scd methods perform better. This result is due to the 
effect of setup times on system performance.

• Imbalance

The tables for the performance analysis of algorithms for imbalance in 
the system can be seen in Appendix C.

When we consider the imbalance in the system it is seen that the balanced 
systems woi k better than the imbalanced ones under the kanba.n setting. 
The minimum inventory levels increase for all a.lgorithms when there is 
inibalance in the system. For the proposed algorithm, the backorder cost 
and fill rate sta.y constant in unbalanced case. For the other algorithms, in 

spite of an increase in minimum inventory level, the system performance 

decline. We can conclude that:

-  Although we allocate different numbers of kanbans to each stage to 
increa.se flexibility, the j^erformance of the Kanban system declines
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with an imbalance in the sj^stem.

— In an unba.la.nccid .scU.ing', tlie |)i'0 |)ose(l algorithm outperforms l.he 

other methods.

-  The item-based ap])roaches react to imbalance in the system better 
than the fa.mily-ba.secl a])proaches.

The first result is consistent with the findings of Huang et al. (1983) 
a.iul (iu|)ta. a,ud Cupta. (1989). Gupta and Gu|)ta. show tha.t in order to 
a.cliieve tlie liighest efficiency, all the stages of the Kanban system should 
be bala.nced. Huang et al. show that if bottlenecks occur regularly, the 
system performa.nce declines. They conclude that additional kanbans at 
each stage are no help at all when there is a. bottleneck in the system. 
Contrary to this finding, in the second residt we show that by using a 
]')ro|)er schedvding module the imbala.nce problem ca.n be solved by adding 
kaid)a.ns a.s the performa.nce of the proposed algorithm does not decline.

• S/P  I'atio

When we analyze the systems witli low and high S/P ra.tios we see that 
when S/P ratio increases, the minimum inventory levels and backorder 
costs increase, and fill rates decrease. Tha.t is to say, system performance 
declines when setup times become considera.ble. The tallies for S/P ratio 
a.re summarized in Appendix D. d'his finding is consistent with the study 
of Mittal and Wang (1992). in a simulation study the authors show 
that after a threshold value for the setup times, the number of kanbans 

required for smooth Ilow tends towards infinite.

• B /I  ratio

When the B /I ra.tio increases, the minimum invejitory levels and 
backorder costs increase for all algorithms. The lower the withdrawal 
cycle length, the better it is in terms of backorder costs. The increase in 

backorder costs will force the system to longer withdrawal cycle lengths 

and the minimum inventory levels will increa.se. The total backorder 

costs increase as the backorder costs of the items increase. But, when we 
consider the percent changes, the percent increase in ba.ckorder costs is
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i\4in. Inv. Level Total Cost Bad^order Cost
I'acl.ors F 1> F I> F P
A 2654.033 0.000 1014.804 0.000 21.284 0.000
В 1780.115 0.000 675.024 0.000 21.034 0.000
C 94.517 0.000 37.912 0.000 15.918 0.000
D 2634.061 0.000 1012.479 0.000 21.089 0.000
E 52.430 0.000 15.243 0.000 0.000 0.999
F 172.280 0.000 102.721 0.000 10.536 0.001
G 0.002 0.963 0.940 0.333 2.383 0.123
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Table 4.10: F values and Sigiiiiicaiice Levels (p) for ANOVA results of th 
])i'oposed aJgori tlim -1

equal to or smaller than the percent increase in B/1 ratio. That means, 
on tlie average, in terms of ba.ckorders the sysi.em i)erformance remains 
the same or increase.

For tlie proposed algorithm the minimum inventory level is almost the 
same in two cases. So the average ])erformanees are not affected too much. 

But for the other algorithms, this change is consideraLle, therefore the 

system performances in terms of fill rates and backorders increase.

Tlie taLles for the performance analysis of algorithms for B /I ratio can 
be seen in Appendix E.

4.3 ANOVA Results

VVe ap[)lied a two-way a.na.lysis of variance (ANOVA) test on tlie minimum 
inventory level and the performance measures of total cost, ba.ckorder cost, fill 

rate, setup time, and run time. The significance levels (p) and F  values for 

these performance measures for the seven factors are given in Tables 4.10 and 

4.11.

For the minimum inventory level, all the factors except the B/1 ratio are 
significant with p <  0.000. As the minimum inventory levels are determined
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Table 4.11: F value.s and Significance Levels (p) for ANOVA results of the 
j)ro |)osed aJgori tin n -11

by using the demand and inako;sj)a.n values, the facl.ors tha.t аЯесЛ; these values 
also a.ifect the minimum inventory level. Factors В and C directly affect the 
demand, and the others a.fTect the makespan. Fa.ctors A and D a.iFect the load 

on the system, hence the makespan. Factor E introduces imbalance to the 

system by increasing the processing times and factor F affects the setup times 
which in turn increase the flow time. Even though the selection of the minimum 
inventory levels are done based on cost criteria, the 13/1 ratio does not a.ffect 
the minimum inventory level. The proposed a.lgorithm uses the backorder costs 
oidy in the index. When we consider the index, we see that when B /I ratio 
increases, the index for all the items will decrease by the same ratio and the 
relative ra.nkings of tlie index will not change. Therefore the selection criteria 
for the pro])osed a.lgorithm does not change.

For the tota.l costs, all the factors excej)t the last is significant with p < 
0.000. In fact, this analysis shows that in the proposed a.lgorithm the ratio of 
tlie total l)ackorder cost to total inventory holding cost is small. Backorder cost 

and Fill rate are closely related with the reactiveness of tlie system. When the 
load in the system changes, the reactiveness of the system is also influenced. 
So, the faetors tliat affect the load on the system also affect the backorder cost 
and fdl rate. That is why the first four factors are significant with p < 0.000 

for l)oth of the measures, a.nd the sixth factor is significant with p < 0.001
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Min. Inv. Level To tell Cost Backorder Cost
1'a.cf.ors F P F P F P
A 1248.393 0.000 2530.556 0.000 602.053 0.000
В 785.457 0.000 1893.015 0.000 525.738 0.000
c 0.254 0.615 167.103 0.000 146.010 0.000
I) 1371.516 0.000 2638.183 0.000 595.738 0.000
E 8.387 0.004 16.776 0.000 3.940 0.048
F 27.251 0.000 64.882 0.000 17.839 0.000
G 43.115 0.000 101.468 0.000 27.628 0.000
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Table 4.12: F valuois and Signiiicance Levels (p) for ANOVA results of FCFS-l

cind p < 0.005 for backorder cost and fill rate, respectively. Even though the 
iml)alance in the system affects the system load, it does not affect the backorder 
cost and fill rate as the imbalance in tlie system is introduced in a middle stage 
and is compensated by introducing more in-process inventories at that stage.

For the setup times, the lactors A, B, (J, D, and F are signiricant with 
p < 0.000 and factor E is significant with p < 0.005. As expected, the S/P 
ratio affects the setup times. The processing time to setup time ratio becomes 
important when the system load clnanges. Tlie rema.ining five fa.ctors directly 
affect the system load, therefore they are significant.

Tlie ANOVA results for the run times show that the factors that affect the 
size of the problem are the first four factors with p <  0.000. Factors A and 
D affect the numf)er of items in tlie system, a.nd factors В and C affect the 
load of the system. In both cases scheduling decisions become critical, and the 

computation times are affected.

In the a.bove analysis the B /I ratio does not affect any of the performance 
measures. One possibility is that the B /I ratio for both of the levels could be a 
low value so that its efl'ect on the costs are negligible. To test it, we also a.pplied 
the ANOVA to the most commonly used method in the literature, FCFS. The 

run times arc not included as the computation times of the I'X.IFS are so small.
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Sc I, up lim e

I'aclors P F
A
n

923.183 0.000 150.068 0.000
567.756 0.000 672.231 0.000

c;
1)

200.509 0.000 76.407 0.000
871.873 0.000 598.918 0.000

14
F
C

3.354 0.068 0.016 0.900
121.972 0.000 27.588 0.000
20.621 0.000 11.643 0.001

Table 4.13: F values and Significance Levels (p) for ANOVA results of P'CFS-II

Wlien we consider the results, we so'.e that the B/I ratio is significant for all 
of the. performance measures. Therefore, the results for the proposed algorithm 
are not due to the low B /I ratio levels. The jiroposed algorithm can react to 
clia.nges more easily than the existing methods. We can conclude that, the 
proposed algorithm is more robust under the imperfect [)roduction settings.

4.4 Conclusion

In this cha.))ter, the experimental design is presented. First, the ex])erimcntal 
setting is expla.ined. Then, the results are summarized a,nd discussed, and the 
ANOVA tables for the proposed algorithm a.nd FCP’S are given and interpreted.

'riie results ca.n be summa.rized as follows:

• The impact of operating issues on the design parameters is shown. We 

observed that the withdrawal cycle lengths are not robust to scheduling 
decisions.

• As the product variety increases, the product standardization decreases 
and the performance of the Kanban system declines. When the product 
variety increases, the repetitive nature of the system is disturbed. One
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of the main a.ssumptious of IfT is repetilive manufacturing. Therefore, 
(.he factors that adversely a.ifect the repetitive mature of the system also 
a.ifect the ,syst(Uii performa.iice.

• It is analytica.lly observed that perfectly balanced lines outperforms the 
imbalanced ones even when the number of kanbans at each sta.ge are 
different. But, contrary to the existing literature, we observed that by 
using a good scheduling rule, the performance of system can be improved 
even under tire imbalanced setting.

• The factors that affect the sysi.em congestion (such a.s demand mean, 
number of families, number of parts in each fa.mily, and etc.) also affect 
the system performance.

• When setup times become considerable the system performance declines. 
For high setup cases algoritlims that can decrease the total setup time 
perfoi'm better than the others, i.e family-based methods outperforms 
itern-based methods.



Chapter 5

Numerical Example

In 111 is chcipter, we will discuss the detailed execution of the algorithms over a 
sim])le example. In tlie example, only the execution of the schediding modules 
will be given. It is a.ssumed that tlie witlidra.wal cycle length, kanban sizes a.nd 
the number of kanljans are known.

The data, for the example are given in Tables 5 .1- 5.3. For this example the 
withdrawal cycle length is Tmaxl“̂ =  480/2 =  240 minutes and there is only one 
stage. So, the stage index for the notation given in Chapter 3 is eliminated. 
In Table 5.3, the sequence-dependent setup times a.re given. Tlie first row in 

the table corresponds to the case where the stage is not initially setup to a.ny 

of the families.

Before executing the algorithms, the definitions and formulae will be given. 
Moreover, some of common terms will be calculated.

The demand for each item should be converted to number of kanbans. It is 

calculated as:

a t  =

where,

d'lj is tlie period demand of item (?·,/),

68
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Family 1 2 3
Part 1 2 1 1 2

Kanban size, aij (units) 10 10 10 10 10
Minimum inventoiy level (units/period) 20 20 20 20 20

Backorder cost, hij ($/miit/|)eriod) 1 2 10 2 .3
Ib'ocessing tinuîs, pij (minnl.c's/unit) 1.5 J /I.

-

2

Table 5.1: Data for numerical example

i.s the period dcmaıul of item in terms of numljer of kanbans 

a.ij is tlie ka.nba.n size of item (г,.;), and 

FG\j is the remnants of item {i,j)

The notation (i ,j)  is used to indicate the item j  of family i. FG'L is 
calculated a.s follows:

Tlierefore, iJic rumibcr of kanbans for cadi .itcnii in the first period:

. Q I _  о  I n  9П  _  n
.3 0 - 0

10

,27 - 0
10

23 - 0
10

25 - 0
10

3 0 - 0

Í>í, = r-T^l = 3 . F a ‘„  = 3 · 1 0 - 2J- 7

10

and for tile second period:

a?, = i ^ l  = 1 . Г'-G], = 1 . 10 -  7 = 3 

K  = =  1 , f ’G l  = M O  - 1 0  = 0
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Period 
Demand, f/J ;

Family I FaiTiily 2 Family 3
1 2 1 1 2

1 30 27 23 25 30
2 7 13 32 27 20
3 15 8 20 17 11

Table 5.2; The period demands for the items

1 2 3
0 5 5 5
1 0 40 15
2 5 0 5
3 10 20 0

d'able 5.3; The sequence-dependent setup times (in minutes)

K  =  =  3 . FGl, = 3 ■ 10 -  25 =  5

27 — 5
An = i - ^ 1  = 3 , FGl -  3 · 10 -  22 = 8

A s2 =  r - ^ 1  =  2 , FG% =  2 · 10 -  20 =  0

and for the third period;

-̂̂ 11 =  [ 2 ^ ^ ]  =  2 , FG^, =  2 ■ 10 -  12 =  8

=  r ^ l  =  I , =  1 · 10 -  8 =  2

20 —  5
= r - J ^ - 1  =  2 , l’ C;l = 2 ■ 10 -  15 =  5

=  1 . FGl, =  1 ■ 10 -  9 =  1

¡42 =  =  2 . CGt, =  2 .10 -  11 =  9

Let P  be the inveutoiy set at the beginning of the period I, 5* be the 
inventory set at the end of the period I, and be the irackorder set at period
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t. AM Ihese sets are expressed in terms of number of ka.nba.ns. Initially;

C =  (2,2; 2; 2; 2,2}

as the minimum inventory levels are 20 and the kanban sizes are 10 (minimum 
inventory h'vcl =  kanban size X number of ka.nba.ns), and

=  {0 ,0 ;0 ;0 ;0 ,0 }

where (;) is used to sepa.ra.te the fa.milies and (,) is u.sed to separate the items 
witliin fa.milies.

Let P¿j be the inventory level of item (f ,i )  at the boiginning of the period t, 
S'j l)e the inventory level of item (i ,j)  at tlie end of the period and D\j be 
the ba.d<order of item ( f ,i )  period t. These will be calculated as follows:

.5‘b -  ,7b + SCH\^

where,

SCHlj is the number of kanbans of item (f, j )  scheduled in period I 

Backorder cost is calculated as follows:
3 sizc[i]

I)a.ckoi(ler cost =  ^  ^  B'- ■ Uij ■ l>ij
i=l ,7 =  1

And, tlie schedule set is calculated as:

5'-S'b =  UNSCHlj^ +  D\.

where,

UNSClPij is the number of unscheduled kanbans of item (i ,j)  in period t

Initially;

UNSCH^ =  {0 ,0 ;0 ;0 ,0 }
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llie execuUous of ihe algorillims are given irelow:

E X E C U T IO N  OF SPT :

For SF'r, the se(|ueuce will Ire determined as follows;

STE P 1: Calculate the updated processing time for each item:

Pij =  sequence-dependent setup time of family г +  рц ■ D\- ■ ац

ST E P  2: Among the unscheduled items, select the item with minimum
updated processing time. If ties exist, use FCFS as the tie-brea.king rule.

1 he execution of the algorithm is a,s follows;

Period  1:

First, we should update tlie inventory levels, backorders, and schedule set, 
a.nd ca.lcula.l.e the Irackorder cost of tlie

/, ,  =  7na.r(0,2 -  3 -  0) =  0 , =  ???,o.,t (0, 3 -f 0 -  2) =  I

,/12 =  max{0, 2 -  3 -  0) =  0 , Bl  ̂ = max{0, 3 -|- 0 -  2) =  1

/j j  =  max(Q, 2 -  3 -  0) =  0 , i7̂ i =  7na;i:(0,3 -1- 0 -  2) =  1

Ij, = rnax(0, 2 -  3 -  0) =  0 , Pji =  7?7,a.T(0,3 +  0 -  2) =  1

3̂2 — 2 — 3 — 0) =  0 , =  max{0, 3 -|- 0 — 2) =  1

SSl, =  UNSCH^, +  D\, =  0 -1- 3 =  3 

SSI2 = u n s c h '̂,2 + 0 I2 =  0 -I- 3 =  3 

SS\, = UNSCn^, +  =  0 +  3 = 3

= UN SC Hi, +  =  0 -h 3 = 3

SSI2 =  UNSCHI2 -h N¡2 =  0 -h .3 = 3

backorder cost = 1 · 10 · 1 + 1 · 10 · 2 + 1 · 10 · 10 + 1 · 10 · 2 + 1 · 10 · 3 = 180

Tlie schedule set will be:

5.S> = {3,3;3;3,3)
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As inil.ially the stage is not set to any of the families, tlie updated processing 
time's of the items will he:

P ii =  5 -I- 1.5 · 3 · 10 =  50

P,2 =  5 f  1 · 3 · 10 =  35 

P̂  ̂ =  5 -I- 4 · 3 · 10 = 125 

p,i =  5 + I · 3 · 10 =  35 

=  5 + 2 · 3 · 10 = 65

Pi2 iind p,| are ecpial, therefore we should use FCFS to Irreak the ties. As the 
slacles are also equal for these items, one of tliern will be selected randomly. 
Select tire item witli higher family index. Then item (3,1) will be scheduled. 
The tol.al processing time will be 35 minutes, and the updated processing times 
will become:

Pu =  10 + 1 .5 -3 -1 0  = 55 

Pi2 =  10 +  1 ■ 3 · 10 = 40 

P21 =  20 +  4 · 3 · 10 = 140 

P32 =  2 · 3 · 10 =  60

Tliereforc, item ( 1 ,2 ) will be scheduled second. The total production time will 
l)e 75 minutes and the updated processing times will be:

Pn =  1.5 · 3 · 10 =  45

P21 =  40 +  4 · 3 · 10 = 160 

P32 =  15 + 2 · 3 · 10 = 75

The minimum updated processing time is for item (1,1), so select this item, for 
the third place. The total production time will be 120 minutes. If we continue 

in. the same way, the fourth place will be occupied l.)y item (3 , 2 ), and the 

total production time will be 195 minutes. As only 45 minutes left, we cannot 
schedule the item (2 , 1 ) as the updated processing time for even one kanban is 
60 minutes. Therefore, all three kanbans will remain unscheduled.
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So, at tluj end of the first period, the inventory will be

5" = (.3,3; 0; 3,3}

s u c h  t h a t :

■S'l'l --= -1- ,s 'C 7 /;, -  0 4- -1 =  3

,5'Î2 =  ^ 2  + s a i l . =  0 4- 3 =  3

-  {  '21 d- 5 6 7 7 } , =  0 4 - 0  =  0

'-̂ 31 =  /: n  -1- S C lV y , =  0 4- 3 =  3

'■̂32 =  4  + s ï ;/7 ^2 =  0 4- 3 =  3

and the set of niisdiedulcd items will he:

UNSCH' =  {0 ,0 ;3 ;0 ,0 )

The stage is currently setup to family 3.

Period 2:

First, let us update the inventory levels, backorders, and schedule set, and 
ca.lcula.te the l>ackorder cost of the ¡"leriod:

If I = rnax(0,3 -  1 -  i) =  1 , = rnax(0, 1 + 1 -  3) =  0

./̂ 2 =  m a . r ( 0, 3  -  1 -  1 )  =  1 , =  m a x ( 0 , 1 +  1 -  3 )  =  0

/2 , =  ? n a . T ( 0 , 0  -  3  -  1 )  =  0 , B^i  =  r n a x ( 0 , 3 +  1 -  0 )  =  4

/2, =  ?7? .a .r (0, 3  -  3 -  1) =  0 , Bl, = rnax(0,  3 -1- 1 -  3) = 1

/32 =  r n a x ( 0 , 3  -  2 -  1 )  =  0 , B^^ =  ???,aa;(0 , 2 +  1 -  3 )  =  0

= 1SSf, = UNSCH\y D]y =  0

SSl  ̂ = UNSCHl^ T Z)?2 =  0 + 1 =  1 

,S’ ,S2' i  =  UNSCn'^y 4 - D]y =  3 4 -  3 =  6 

.S'Sg'i =  UNSCHly 4- =  0 + 3 =  3

SSl  ̂ = UNSCHi^ 4- a '2 =  0 4- 2 = 2
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backorder cost = 0 · 10 · I -|- 0 · 10 · 2 + 4 · 10 · 10 + 1 · 10 · 2 -f- 0 ■ 10 · 3 =  420

s(‘Iu'(IIIIr. s('(, will !)(':

SS  ̂ =  { l , l ; 3  + 3;3;2}

tlie bold number corresponds to unscheduled kanbans from the

in

3 previous

The rest o( the steps will not be shown explicitly. In the second period items
(1,2), (1,1), (3,1), (3,2), and two kanbans of item (2,1) will be scheduled i 
the given order.

So, at the end ol the second period, the inventories for the items will be;

.S'^= {2 ,2 ;2 ;3 ,2 }

such that:

— 7̂ 1 + SClJ^i =  1 -|- 1 =  2

s 2̂ = 111 -V s e a l ,  =  1 + 1 =  2 

Slv -  III -I- sc Hi, = 0  +  2 =  2 

■5'31 =  111 +  sc Hi, = 0  +  3 =  3
C2 _  r2 '̂ 32 — ■'32

The unsclieduled items will be:

^»12 = 0 + 2 =  2

t/7V,S’C //2  = {0 ,0 ;4 ;0 ,0 }

The stage is currently setuj) to family 2.

I he backorder cost for two periods will be 600.

P eriod  3:

If we update the inventory levels, backorders and slacks, and calculate the 
backorder cost of (,hird period:

II, =  rnax{0,2 - 2 - 0 )  = 0 , Bf, = max{0,2 +  0 -  2) =  0
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yj’i =  vi.ax{0/2 -  1 -  0) =  1 , =  r)i.a,t:(0, 1 Q -  2) =  0

/|, =  max{Q, 2 -  2 -  4) =  0 , /?f, =  ??7o:r(0,2 -h 4 -  2) =  4

■̂31 — 7T/,a.r(0, 3 — 1 — 1) = 1 , =  7??,a,'E((), 1 + 1 — 3) =  0

1 ^ 2  = max{{), 2 -  2 -  0) =  0 , =  max-(0,2 + 0 -  2) =  0

backorder cost =  4 · 10 · 10 = 400

In the rest of tlie chapter, we will not show the calculations of the schedule set. 
The schedule set will be:

SS  ̂ =  (2,1; 4 + 2; 1; 2}

where the bold number corresponds to unscheduled kanbans from the previous 
period. I'lie total backorder cost over the three periods for SPT is 1000.

The schedules for the third periods will not calculated due to space 
limitations. The calculations are very similar to the previous two periods.

E X E C U T IO N  OF FCFS:

For FCFS, the sequence will be determined as follows:

STE P 1: Update the sla.ck va.lues for each item.
STE P 2: Among the unscheduled items select the item with maximum slack. 
If ties exist, u.se SPT a.s the tie-brea.king rule.

P eriod  1:

As the slacks of all the items are the sa.rne for the first period, FCFS will 
not be a.l)le to difFerentiate among the items a.nd the tie-breaking rule, SPT, 
will be used. Therefore, for tlie first period the same schedule as SPT will be 
acliieved.

P eriod  2:

As the schedule set, and the updated inventory levels and backorders are 

he same for SI’ T and FCFS, the calculations will not be sliown n.gain. Only 

he slack calculations will be performed:
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Lei Lij be the rnaximum slack of item there are no backorders
for items (1,1), (1,2), and (3,2), the maximum slacks for tírese items will be 
zero. For item (3,1), the maximum slack will be one as only the orders for 
the current peiiod are ba.cklogged. All the [rrevious ba.ckorders are satisfied at 
the beginning of the period. For item (2,1), the maximum slack is two as the 
backorder from the previous period could not be satisfied at the beginning of 
the second period. So:

L'-'1 I L\2 — Lj,2 — 0 

L21 =  2 

L:n =  1

Therefore, item (2,1) will be selected first and a kanban will be scheduled. The 
total processing i.ime will be 60 minutes as the stage is sel.up to family 3 at the 
beginning of the period. If we update the slacks:

L\\ =  L\2  =  L,S2 =  0

‘■'21 L31 — 1

As the slacks of items (2,1) and (3,1) are the same, the tie-breaking rule SPT 
will be used. As the sta.ge is currently setup to family 2, the updated processing 
times of the items will be:

/A, =  4 · 3 · 10 = 120

P-:3i 5 +  1 · 1 · 10 = 15

First, item (3,1) and then item (2,1) will be scheduled and the total processing 
time will be 215 minutes. As the sla.cks are the same for all the unscheduled 
items, SPT will be used. As only 25 minutes left, the updated processing times 

will be calculated for one ka.nban for ea.ch item:

=  5 -k 1.5 · 1 · 10 = 20

7̂ ,2 =  5 -b 1 · 1 · 10 -  15 

P21 =  4 · 1 · 10 =  40 

7-̂ 3, =  5 + 1 · 1 · 10 =  15
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P32 5 -I- 2 ■ ! · 10 =  25

'I’ho |)гос('кя111,ц; (.¡тся Гог Нот (1,2) and (3,1) aro Uû  .sanu;. Oiio of fliom will 
1)0 s('lod.o(l randomly. Selod, ono wHIi liiglior family indox. So, Horn (3, I) will 
be soled,ed. The lolal processing lime will be 230 minutes. If we calculate the 
updated processing times a.gain:

Psv =  JO T 1.5 · 1 · 10 -  25

P , 2  = 10 -I- I · 1 · 1 0  = 2 0  

P 21 =  2 0  -1- 4 1 ·  1 0  =  GO 

JLi =  1 · 1 · 10 = 10 

P32 =  2 · 1 · 10 =  20

Then, one more ka.uba.n of item (3,1) will be sclieduled and at the end of the 
second period, the inventories will be:

,9^= {1 ,] ;4 ;3 ,0 }

One kanban of items (1,1) and (1,2), two kanbans of items (2,1) and (3,2) 
will rema.in unscheduled.

UN SC 11̂  -  { l , l ;2 ib ;2 }

The ba.ckorder cost for two periods will be 600.

Period 3:

If we update the inventory levels and backorders for the third period:

If I = max(0, 1 -  2 -  0) =  0 , =  ma,r(0,2 + 0 -  1) =  1

/•̂2 =  max{0,1 — 1 — 0) =  0 , Pj’2 =  ???.a,r(0,1 -|- 0 — 1) =  0

¡■¡y = rnax(0,4 -  2 -  4) =  0 , Bfy = max{0,2 + 4 -  4) =  2 

=  пга.г’(0 ,3 -  1 -  1) =  1 , /igj =  max{Q, 1 +  1 -  3) =  0

/.J2 =  w.a;r(0,0 -  2 -  0) =  0 , /§ 2  =  max{{), 2 -|- 0 -  0) =  2
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backorder cost =  1 · 10 · 1 -|- 0 · 10 · 2 + 2 · 10 · И) + 0 · 10 · 2 +  2 · 10 · 3 =  270

'I'lic sdieduUí S('.i will be:

SS^=  {1 + 2 ,1 -Ы ;2  + 2;1;2 + 2}

where tlic l)old numbers corre /lOUS

'I'lie total backorder cost over the three periods for I'XJk'S is 870.

E X E C U T IO N  OF SP T -F :

For Sl^T-F, the sequence will lie determined as follows:

STE P 1: Calculate the average processing time of ea.ch family:

se(|ueucc-de|)endent setup time of family г +  />,·,· · D\j ■ a,ij
.S?,Izc[i]

STE P 2: Among the unschedided fatnilies, select the family with mirurnum 
average processing time. In case ties exist, use FCFS-I'’ as the tie-bieaking

Period 1:

For SPT-F, the average processing times for the families are as follows:

5 - k l . 5 - 3 ·  10 + 1 - 3 ·  10 
Pi = ----------------- ------------------ =  40

=  ,25

P,  =  Ü j =  47, 5
2/

'I'lierefore, the fust family will be schedided first. 7'lien, the average processing 
times will become:

p, =  1 4 ± l ^  = i6o

P, = + + =  52.5
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So, I,lie. lliird family will be scliediiled second, a.nd ilic toUd processing time 
will be 185, as the remaining tinu; is 55 minntes, the second fainily cannot be 
sclieduled. Tlierefoi e, all three kanbans will remain iinscheduled.

So, a.t the end of the first period, the inventory will be:

,5'' =  {8 ,3i0 ;3 ,:i}

The set of unscheduled items will be:

UN SC II' =  {0 ,0 i3 i0 ,0 }

The backorder cost for the first period is 180. The stage is currently setup to 
lamil y 3.

Period 2:

For period 2, we should update the inventory levels and backorders, and 
calculate tlie backorder cost of the peri(

=  max{0, 3 — 1 - 1 )  =  1 ' ^11

M2 = 7?i.a.r(0, 3 — 1 -  1) =  e IP 1 '-̂ 12

2̂1 =  ma.'i;(0,0 —3 - l ) = 0 . Ip > ^21
/2 — ?n.('/..r(0,3 —3 - 0  = 0 , iP> 'In

/.'̂ 2 -  m«.T(0,3 -  2 -  1) =  0 , / 4  = ma.r(0,2 + 1 -  3) =  0 

backorder cost =  0 · 10 · 1 + 0 · 10 · 2 -|- 4 · 10 · 10 + 1 · 10 · 2 -b 0 · 10 · 3 = 420

s d u x l n l c  .SCİ» v v i ! l  b e :

¿ ' , 9 '=  { l , l ; 3  + 3 ;3 i2 }

'I'he rest of the stej)s will not be shown explicitly. In the second period 
family 1 will be scheduled first, fa.mily 3 will be scheduled second, and family 

2 will be scheduled third. Only two kanbans of item (2,1) can be scheduled.
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So, a(. 1.İIC end of the second period, ihe inven!,ory will be:

,S'·' {2 ,2 ;2 ;;i,2 )

Tlir. set of iinsclicdnlcd items will be:

UNSCIH =  {0,0; 4; 0,0}

'ГЬс l)ackordei· cosí, Гог (,vvo i)criod.s will l)e GOO.

Period 3:

If we tipdate the inventory levels, backorders and slacks, and calculate the 
backorder cost of third period:

/■|\ =  ша.г(0,2 — 2 — 0) =  0 , = max{0,2 + 0 — 2) =  0

/ ¡ ’2 =  7u.a.r(0,2 -  1 -  0) =  I , = rnax{{), I 4- 0 -  2) =  0

,/2\ = ?na.t:(0,2 -  2 -  4) = 0 , = ?7;.a.'i;(0,2 + 4 -  2) = 4

I I  =  w.ax{0, 3 -  i -  1) =  1 , P 31 =  ?7ш,г-(0, 1 +  1 -  3) =  0

/,:̂ 2 =  ní,«.7:(0,2 -  2 -  0) =  о , /Jİ2 =  ?П(7,;г(0,2 +  0 -  2) =  0

backorder cost = 4 · 10 · 10 = 400

The schedule set will be:

5 '5 '"=  {2 ,1 ;4  + 2 ; 1 ; 2 }

where the bold nuniber corresponds to

'I'he tol.rd backorder cost over the tlnee periods for SPT-P is 1000.

E X E C U T IO N  OF FCFS-F;

For FCFS-F, the seciuence will be determined as follows:

STE P 1: Calc
size[i] Lij

total backorder of family г — ^  ’ Qij[A '
j= l  .5=1
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where,

Qi;;[.5] is (,he iminber of kanbans for item (?i, ;) tliat is backlogged for s

■iocls, .s =  0, · · · , L

In the Kanban syste.jns, the in-process inventories should always be full. 
Even if there is no demand, there may be an order for a.n item which has lower 
in-process inventory than the maximum inventory level. Foi· these items, there 

is no backorder, so their slacks are expressed as xero and Q,■,[()] is the amount 
needed to fill up the in-process inventories.
ST E P  2: Among the unscheduled families, select the (amily with maximum 
total backorder. Schedule all the items in the family. In case ties exist, use 
SP'r-E as tire tie-brea.king rule.

Period 1:

For the first period, the L i j  and Qi j [ s ]  values are as follows:

fell =  P \ 2  = Ins =  A.31 =  T:y2 =  1 since 1)1 =  3 > 7° =  2 V?:,,;

Q ll[l] =  Q i2[1] = Q2i [I] =  Qsifl] =  f)̂ 32[l] =  1

Qys[o]  =  g i2 [o ]  =  g 2 i[o ]  =  g .3 i[o ] -  g32 [o ] =  2

Therefore, the l.otal backorders for the fa.milies are:

total ba.ckorder of fa.mily 1 1 · 10 +  I · 1 · 10 = 20

total backorder of family 2 = 1 ■ 1 · 10 =  10

total backorder of family 3 = 1 · 1 · 10 -|- 1 · 1 · 10 =  20

As the total backorders for family 1 and 3 are ecjual, the tie-breaking rule, SPT- 
F, will be used. The average processing times of the families are as follows:

,, 5 +1.5 •3-10-1-1-3-10Pi = ------- -------- = 40
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So, family 1 will be scheduled first and family 3 will be scheduled second. The 
total processing time will be 185 minutes. Then, the T,:,· and Qp[.s] values 
should be updated:

Ljj = L i 2 = b.3i = L:i2 = 0

Qii[fi] = Q i2[0] = Q.)i[0] — Q.-wffi] = fi 

L 21 = 1 

t ? 2 l [ l ]  =  1 

(■̂21 [0] =  2

Tlie total backorder of the family 2 will be 10 and family 2 will be scheduled 
next. But, in the remaining time, even one kanban of the item (2,1) cannot 
be scheduled. Therefore, three kanbans of item (2,1) will remain unscheduled.

So, at the end of the first period, the inventor}  ̂ will be:

5 ‘ =  {3 ,3 ;0 ;3 ,3 }

Tlie set of unscheduled items will be:

UNSCH' =  {0 ,0 ;3 ;0 ,0 }

The sta.ge is currently setup to family 3.

Period 2:

VVe should update tlic inventory levels, backorders and slacks, and calculate 
the backorder cost of the period:

/j] =  max{0,3 — 1 — 1) = 1 , - rnax{0,1 + 1 — 3) =  0

1̂ 2 — m ax(0,3 — 1 — 1) =  1 , P j2 =  ??iccx(0,1 T 1 — 3) =  0

/21 =  ?77.ax(0,0 — 3 — 1) = 0 , B 21 =  rnax(0,3 -1 1 — 0) =  4

Iff =  m ax(0,3 -  3 -  1) =  0 , Bfi =  m ax(0,3 - 1 1 - 3 )  =  1

^32 =  ?7iax(0,3 -  2 -  1) =  0 , B^2 =  m ax(0,2 -11 -  3) =  0

backorder cost =  0 · 10 · 1 +  0 · 10 · 2 +  4 · 10 · 10 + 1 · 10 · 2 T 0 · 10 · 3 =  420
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The schedule set will be:

S S ' ^ =  { l , l ; 3 - | - ; 5 ; : { ; 2 ]

where the bold number corresponds to unscheduled kanbans from the previous 

period.

For the second period, the Lij and Qt/[.s] values are as follows:

Lii =  //12 =  //.32 =  0

/'21 = 2 

/.31 = 1

=  QviiO] =  I

Q-2i [0] =  g.3,[0] =  Q32[0] =  2

( M i ]  = 3 

Q:n[i] =  1 

^21 [2] =  1

Therefore, the total backorders for the families are:

total backorder of farnil_y 1 = 0

total backorder of fam ilj' 2 =  1 · 3 · 10 T  2 · 1 · 10 =  50 

backorder of family .3 =  1 - 1 ·  10 =  10

So, family 2 will be scheduled first. There a.re 6 kanbans to schedule, but 

only 5 can be scheduled as the total ])rocessing time will be 220 minutes as the 

stage is currently setup to family 3. As no time remains, all the other items 

will stay unscheduled.

So, at the end of the second period, the inventory will be:

{ l , l ;5 i0 ,0 }
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and the backorder cost for two periods will be 600. Three kanbans of item 
(•3,1), two kanbans of item (3 , 2 ), and one kanban of items ( 1 , 1 ), ( 1 , 2 ), and 
(2 , 1 ) will remain unscheduled. So:

UN SC IP =  {1,1; 1; 3,2}

The ,sta.ge is currcutfy setup to lamily 2 .

Period 3:

The iipdaXed inventory levels, backorders and slacks for tlie third period 
are as follows;

Pyy = m ax{0,1 -  2 -  0) =  0 , 13̂  ̂ = max{0,2 -|- 0 -  1) =  1 

112 =  m.a.r(0 , 1 — 1 — 0) =  0 , P j2 =  niax{0, 1 +  0 — 1 ) =  0

¡ 2 1  ~ max{Q  ̂5 — 2 — 4) = 0 , B21 ~ 7пах{0, 2 +  4 — 5) == 1

,/з\ =  ?7?.a.r(0,0 — 1 — 1) = 0 , =  та .т (0, 1 + 1 — 0) =  2

/32 =  77?.а,т(0, о — 2 — 0) = о , Р32 =  ?77a.i;(0,2 -f- 0 — 0) =  2

backorder cost = 1 · 10 · 1 -|· 0 · 10 · 2 -|- 1 · 10 · 10 -|- 2 ■ 10 · 2 f  2 · 10 · 3 =  210 

The schedule set will be:

SS^ = (1 + 2 ,1 -Ы; 1 + 2; 3 T 1; 2 4- 2)

where the bold number corresponds to unscheduled kanbans from the previous 
period. The total backordoer cost over the three periods for FCFS-F is 810.

EXECUTION OF THE PROPOSED ALGORITHM:

The steps of the proposed algorithm are explained in detail in Chapter 3. 

The execution of these steps will be shown below. Unless otherwise stated, 
/3 =  100 for this example problem.

Period 1:

For the first period the schedule .set will be;

S5' = {3,3;3;3,3}
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and Uic ,sla.cks ol Lho; items will be:

7 / 1 1  —  / / 1 0  —  7 / 2 1  —  7 / ; > l  —  / / ; v ;'32

Qu[l] — Q j2[1] — Q2|[1] — Q3j[l] — <̂ 32[l] ■ 1

Q ll [0 ]  =  Q i 2[6] =  Q 2 i [0] =  Q slfO ] =  Q32[0] =  2

In the first level, we will find the makespan for the complete schedule set 5Ó'h 
I'lie sequence aecording to NN  will be fa.mily 2, family 3, and family 1:

mahespan = 5 +  4 · 3 · iO + 5 -|-1 · 3 · 10 +  2 · 3 · 10 + 1 0  +1.5 · 3 · 10 +1 · 3 · 10 = 305

where the bold numbers correspond to setup times and tlie products correspond 
to the tot.aJ production time for the ka.nba.ns dema.nded.

As the mak<^spa.n of A'A' is longer than 7' which is 2'-IO units, it is not 

])ossible to produce all the items in this set. VVe should proceed to Level 2 of 

the proposed algorithm.

In the second level, we will find a subset of the schedule set, PSP To find 
the production set, first the updated demand for the next period for each item 
shoidd l)e calcula.ted. As we have only one period, the updated demand will be 
e(|uai to l.he period demand. So u[)dated demands of the items will be 3. As 
the inventories a.re empty, the production amounts will be equal to the updated 
demand. 'I'liereforc,

PS’ =  {3 ,3 ;3 ;3 ,3 )

a.nd it will not be possible to schedule all of the items. Then we should proceed 
to Level 3.

In the third level, an index for each item is calculated a.nd a new schedule 

set /5'^ will be formed. The index will be calculated as follows:

CCij —

+

total backorder cost of the family i 
processing time of the item (?',y)

(1 + Lij) ■ backorder cost of item (i ,j)
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where

.s/nirfi:] r̂ j
Lola.l l)ack()i(l<'r r.osl of U k ' h iin ily  / ~  ^  T  0  ' Qi'/f·*"·] *

jz=\ .9 =  0

Lojt fi l)e a binary variable tlial, indicates if any of the items from family i has 
already been scheduled or not, i.e.,

fi
1 , if at least one item from family i is scheduled
0 , otherwise

Initially, fi =  0 Vf.

So,
total backorder cost of the family 1 — 120 

total backorder cost of the fa.mily 2 =  400 

tota.1 l)a.ckorder cost of tlie family 3 =  200 

and, the indexes will be:

“  Jm ' +  4 =

“ "· “  400 + 20 -

=  2S) +  ^
Item (2,1) will be scheduled first and /2  =  1 . The total processing time will 
be 45 minutes. The total l)a.ckordcr cost of the famil,y 2 will change and the 
otluM' costs will remain unchanged.

total backorder cost of the family 2 =  200

We scliedule one kanba.n at a time. The reason for this is to assign dynamic 
backorder costs to items. There can be kanbans with dilferent slack values 

for the same item, so these kanbans will have dilTerent backorder costs. For
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example, the l^ackordei; cost of item (2 , 1 ) is 20 in the first index calculation. 
When we recalculate the index, as we have already scliechded the kanban of 
il.c'in (2 , I) tha.t is oiu' pei iod late, wc. do not have a.ny l)a.ckord('iH for this il.c'in. 
If wc go on scheduling item (2 , 1 ), this will be to avoid the future Irackorders 
that may occur due to empty in-process inventories. So the item (2 , 1 ) will 
have less priority in the next calculations of the index. The indexes will be:

a:, I

O'12

Г) 1.Г)

5 1
120 +  i = '> · »

«21 “  + 7 5  = »■'«

“  200 + i  “

=  200 + C =
Item (3,1) will be selected arid /3  =  1. The total proce.ssing time will be 60 
minutes. The total backorder cost for family 3 will be 160. As /2  =  /3  = 1 , 
no setup time will be incurred for the items in family 2 and 3. Therefore, the 
updated indexes will be:

JO 1-5 . n o  
o ' l i  =  t :::: +  —  =  0.83120

10

2

= I20 + 4 =

«21 ~  1’ Jq ~  O-'l

«.31 = 0 +  ^ = 0.5

«.32 — 0 -)- 6
0.33

Items ( 1 , 2 ) and (3 ,2 ) have the sa.mc index. One of them will be selected. Select 
the item with minimum setup time. Therefore, item (3 ,2 ) will be selected. The 
total process!
3 will be 100. The indexes will be:

„„ = ^  M = 0.83
120 2
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o'-ii -  0 -I- -j·- =0/1

0::3, =  0 +  i  =  0.5

2
«32 ~  3 ~

Item (1,2) will be .seleeted and f\ =  I. So the total backorder cost of fainily 
1 will be 80, a.nd the total processing time will be 100 minutes. The updated 
indexes will be:

1.5
o’u =  0-1-—  = 0.75

«12 =  ̂ ^ =  0··̂

4
«21 ~  ̂ Yq “

«31 = 0 + ^ = 0.5 

o;32 =  0 -b ^ =  O.GG

Item (2,1) will be selected again and as the indexes will not change, this will 
continue till a.Il the kajibans of item (2,1) are completed. So the total processing 

time will become 180 minutes and the total backorder cost of the second family 
will be 0. The indexes will be:

«11 =  0 +  ^  =  0.75

«12 =  0 +  ^ = 0-5

«31 = 0 +  ^ = 0.5 

«32 =  0 +   ̂ =  O.GG

The indexes for item (1,2) and (.3,1) are the same. As their setup requirements 
are also tlie same, one of them will be selected randomly, sa,y item (1,2). As 

the indexes will not change, all the kanbans of item (1,2) will be scheduled.
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'I’hc total processing time will be 200 and the tota.1 backorder cost of family 1 
will be 1̂0. 'I'lie indexes will be:

f.5
«11 =  0 + —  =  0.75

a.3i =  0 +  ^ = 0-5

2
CV32 — 0 -|- — = 0.66

item (3,1) will be selected and as the indexes will not change all the kanbans 
of item (3,1) will be scbcdnled. Tlie total processing time will be 220 minutes 
a.nd the total backorder cost of family 3 will be 60. The indexes will be:

1.5
« ij =  0 + —  =  0.75 

O';,2 =  0 -I- ^ = 0.66

So, item (3,2) will be selected. One ka.nba.n of item (3,2) ca.n be scheduled 
as the l.otal time will be 240 minutes. As no time remains, we shoidd stop 
calculating indexes. The index set will be:

IS' =  {0 ,3 ;3 ;3 ,2 }

The s(x|uence will be family 2, family 3 a,nd fcunily 1. This se(]uence is the same 
as the se(|uence lound by NN. Therefore, the makespa.n will be 240 minutes. 
The inventories at the end of first period will be:

5' =  {0 , : ) ;3 ;3 ,2 )

Th(' set of unscheduled items will be:

UNSClE =  {3 ,0 ;0 ;0 ,1 )

The stage is currently setup to family 1.

Tlie backorder cost for the first j)criod is 180.

Period 2:
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For i.lie second 
hackorders:

period, first, we shordd update tlie inventory levels and

ifj =  7??,a.r(0,0 — 1 — 1) =  0 , / i j j  =  1 +  1 — 0) =  2

/ ^ 2  =  ?7?,a,c(0,3 -  1 -  1) =  1 , 73^2 =  m a .r (0 ,1  -h 1 -  .3) =  0

/ 2 1  =  77).a;c(0,3 — 3 — 1) =  0 , B 2 1  =  777.0,t (0, 3 +  1 — 3) =  1

/ 3 1  =  7?7.o,i;(0,3 — 3 — 1) =  0 , .ZI3 J 777,o,i;(0,3 -|- 1 — 3) =  1

/ 3 2  =  777.oa;(0,2 — 2 — I )  — 0 , ~  'i>'ia,x{0, 2 fi- 1 — 2) =  1

backorder cost =  2 · 1 0  · 1  +  0  · 1 0  · 2 |- 1  · 1 0  · 1 0  +  1  · 1 0  · 2 -k 1  · 1 0  · 3 =  170 

The schedule set will be:

SS^ =  { 3  4  1 , 1 ; 3 ; 3 ; 1  4 2 }

where the l)oId number correspojuls to unscheduled kfuibans from the previous 
period.

The slacks will be:

7.12 =  0

,/.21 =  ¿31  =  7/32 =  1 

7/11 =  2 

C?ii[2] =  1

( ^ l l [ l ]  =  f ? 2 l [ l ]  =  Q .3 l[J] - ^ 32(1] - I

ti? ii[0] =  Q 2 i [0] =  i?3i[0] =  C?32[0] =  2

Qn[o] =  1

Find the makespan for the complete schedule set SS .̂ The sequence 
according to NN  will be family 1, family 3, and family 2:

makespan =  1.5 · 4 · 10 4  M  · 10 4  15 4  1 · 3 · 10 4  2 · 3 · 10 4  2 0 4  4 · 3 · 10 = 315

where the bold numbers correspond to setup times and the products correspond 
to the total production time for the kanbans demanded.
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As the makcspan of SS  ̂ is longer than T, it is not possible to produce all 
th e  it(!ins ill th is  set. W c  should proceed to Level 2 o f th e  propo.secl a lg o r itln n .

The updated demands will be:

d\\ =  fO.rj · 3 +  0.5 · il =  2

<2 = [0-5 · 3 +  0.5 · 11 =  2

= [0.5 · 3 + 0.5 · 3] =  3 

<31 = [0.5 · 3 + 0.5 ■ 3] =  3

< " 2  =  [0.5 · 3 +  0.5 · 2] =  3

As tlie inventories are empty for items other than (1,2), the production 
amounts will be ecpial to the updated demands for these items. For item 
(1,2), the production a.raount will be 1, i.e. the difference between updated 
dema.ud a.ud in-process inventory. So:

W =  {2 ,1 ;3 ;;).3 )

The ma.kespan of this set is:

rnakespan =  1.5 · 2 · 10 +  1 · 1 ■ 10 -|-15-1-1 · 3 · 10 +  2 · 3 · 10 +  20 -|- 4 · 3 ■ 10 =  285

So, it will not be possible to pioduce all of the items in the set. The index will 
be calculated for each item:

total backorder cost of the family 1 = 90

total backorder cost of the family 2 =  400 

total backorder cost of the family 3 = 200

and, a.s the sta.ge is currently set to family 1, / 1  =  1 and the indexes will be:

1.5
an  =  0 -I- —  =  0.50

O

a , 2 =  0 -b i  =  0.50
¿J

40 4
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1 „
M  + 1 “
1,5 2

-  200  6 -

Item (2 , 1 ) will be scheduled fust and /2  =  1. The total processing time will 
be 80 minutes. The total backorder cost of the family 2 will be 200, and the 
indexes will be:

1.5
o.'ii =  0 -|— ~  =  0.50 

CV12 =  0 +  ^ = 0.50 

«21 =  0 -t- ~  = 0.40

5̂ 2
CV32 — -----4" ~ — 0.36

 ̂ 200 6
So, ilein (3, .l) will be selected, /3  — 1 . The totcil processing time will be 95 

minutes. The totcil backorder cost of the family 3 will be 160, and the indexes 
will be:

1.5
Oil] =  0 “h ~ 0.50

oii2 — 0 +  2 ~  0.50 

4
0:21 -- 0 -|- — = 0.40

3̂1 -  0 + ^ = 0.50

2
<̂V32 = 0 + — = 0.33

6
Item (3,2) will be scheduled third. The total processing time will be 115 
minutes. And, the total backorder cost of family 3 will be 100. The indexes 
will be:

0:11 =  0 +  =  0.50
o

«12 =  0 + 1 =  0.50

«21 =  0 +  — = 0.40
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0-31 = 0 H- 0.50

>̂32 0 -I- -  =  0.66

(2, J) will be selected next. Tbe total processing time will be 155 minutes and 
the tota.l backorder cost of family 2 will be 100. As the indexes will not change, 
item (2,1) will be selected a.ga.in. The total processing time will be 195 minutes 
and the total baekorder cost of fa.mily 2 will be zero. The indexes will be:

an =  0 .3
1

0.50

cvi2 =  0 -I- -  =  0.50

«31 =  0 + -  =  0.50

0',32 — d T = 0.6G

As tire indexes and tire .setu[) requirements of the items (1,1), (1,2) and (3,1) 
a.re the same, one of them will be selected randomly. Select item (3,1). The 
total processing time will be 205 minutes and the tota.l ba.ckorder cost of family 
3 will be 80. As the indexes will not change, item (3,1) will be selected again. 
The total processing time will Ire 215 minutes and the total backorder cost of 
family 3 will be 60. The indexes will be:

o'li =  0 T = 0.50 

«12 == 0 +  ^ = 0.50

0'32 — 0 4- - 0.66

The indexes for item (1,1) and (1,2) are the same. So we will select one of 

them randomly, select item (1,2). The total processing time will be 225, and 
the total backorder cost for family 1 will be 70. As in PS^ there is only one 

kanban of item (1,2), we cannot schedule item (1,2) any more. The indexes 
will be:

1.5
q;ii — 0 4— ^  — 0.50

2
Cl'32 — 0 -k — =  0.66 o
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So, i(,ern (1,1) will be selected. The total processing time will be 240 minutes. 
As no time remains, we should stop calculating the indexes. Tlie index set will 
be:

/ . ? '=  { I , l ;3 ;3 , l )

The ma.kespan of this set b,y using NN will be:

makespan = 1.5 - M O  -|- M  · 10 + 15 -|-1 · 3 · 10 -f 2 · 1 · 10 + 20T 4 · 3 · 10 = 230

To fill the remaining 10 minutes, knapsack problems will be solved. First the 
i.q)dated processing times should be calculated.

If there is at least one item of famil}  ̂ i in IS'”.

Pi j  =  Pi j  ■ «’i j

o th erw is i':

p," =  sequence-dependent setiij) time of family i -|- p,·,· · a,·.

As at least one item is scheduled from each family, we will use the first equation 
to calculate the updated processing times:

p;'j =  1„5 . 10 =  15

P n  =  1 · 10 =  10 

p “ j =  4 · 10 =  40

p“, =  1 · 10 =  10 

p“2 =  2 · 10 =  20

As the remaining time is 10, only item (1,2) and (3,1) are feasible. We should 
check the rema.ining set only for these items. Let RMij be the amount of item 
(f,y) in the set PS' — IS'. Then:

R M n = 1 - 1 = 0

RM^i =  3 — 3 =  0
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As (.he remaiiiirig sel, is cinpl.y for both of these items, tliere is no need to 
solve a. knapsack problem. We cannot include any item from the set PSL As 
we liave enough remaining time, we now consider tlie set SSL Tlie updated 
processing times will not change. Then, the set of rerna.ining items will be:

RMi2 - 1 - 1  =  0 

RMzi = 3 - 3  =  0

So, no items can be included to the index set. The final index set will be:

/ i '= =  ( I , l l3 ;3 , ) )

The inventories wilt be:
5 ^ =  {1 ,2 ;3 ;3 ,1 }

A n d ,  th e  sel, o f unschedu led  item s  wi l l  be:

UN SC IP  =  {3 ,0 ;0 ;0 ,2 }

The total backorder cost for two periods will be 350.

We also schedule the second period with /? =  50 in order to demonstrate 
how the f l parameter might alTect the final schedule as well as its total cost. 
We wilt use the index to form the index set, 75' ,̂ till the total processing time 
is less than or e(|ual to =  120. So, the previous index calculations will
be valid till total processing time reaches 120. Therefore, we will begin to use 
knapsack after the third calculation of index. At that time the index set was:

75'  ̂ =  {0 ,0 ;1 ;1 ,1 )

And, the total processing time was 115. The makespan of this set by using NN 
was:

makespan =  15 +  1 · 1 · 10 + 2 · 1 · 10 +  20 +  4 · 1 · 10 =  105

For the remaining time, we will solve kna.psack problems. The updated 
processing times will be:

PÎ1 =  5 +  1.5 · 10 =  20
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0.3 . 0,7 =  1
0.4 , O', = 2
0.3 =  3
0 , otherwise

р'/з = 5 + 1 · 10 = 15 
P2i = 4 · 10 = 40
p" = I · 10 =  10 

=  2 · 10 =  20

TIkmi, (,1k; prol)abilis(,ic weight,s .should be calciilal,cd. For (,hi,s example, 
assume (,hal, probability ma.ss function of the demand distribution is given as

fiAd) =

Then, the probaljilistic weight will be

„HJ =  P ( D ‘f '  >  / S ‘j  +  g ) . ■ « (

Then,

roii =  1 · 10 =  10

w i2 = 0.7 · 20 = 14 
102, =  0.7 · 100 = 70 
u>3i = 0.7 · 20 = 14 
Z032 =  0.7 · 30 = 21 

O'lie set of remaining items will be:

R M n = 2 - 0 = 2

R.M{2 — 1 — 0 = 1 

RM21 = 3 - 1 = 2  

RM^i =  3 - 1  =  2 

RMz2 =  3 - 1  =  2

So, the knapsack formulation will be:
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MAX 10A"n + 14Xi2 -|- 70A'2i -l· l4X:n -I- 2 1 X 32

,s(,

d- 4OA21 + 10X 31

Abi < 2

AT2 < 1

X 21 < 2

Ais, < 2

X.32 < 2
, X21 = X 31 =  2

(1,2), which rc(|uires a new sclui), is selected, we should include only this 
item into the index set. Now, each family will have at least one item in the 
schedule set. Tlierefore, we should update the processing times and solve a 
new knapsack problem. So, the index set will be:

/6 ’'  =  {0,1; 1; 1,1}

The updated processing times will be:

=  1.5 · 10 =  15

Pu =  1 · 10 =  10

Pn =  4 ■ 10 =  40

p", =  1 · 10 = 10 

= 2 · 10 =  20

The rnakespan found by NN will be:

ma.kespa.n =  10 + 15 T 1 · 3 · 10 +  2 · 2 · 10 +  20 +  4 · 3 · 10 =  115 

The probabilistic weights will be:

wn =  1 · 10 = 10
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Wy2 — 0.3 · 20 =  6 

i02i =  0.7 · 100 = 70 

t«3t =  0.7 · 20 = 14 

,032 =  0.7 · 30 =  21

And, the set of remaining items will be:

RMu =■■2- 0 = 2

RMu =  1 - 1 = 0

RM21 =  3 - 1 = 2

RM:n =  3 - 1 =  2

RM 22 = 3 - 1 = 2

So, the knapsack formulation will be:

MAX lOAAi -I- 70A"2i +  HAA, +  2 IAA2 

st

1 5 A i i  4O A 21 - l ·  10AT31 4- 20A^32 Ç  1 2 5  

Xn < 2 

X'n < 2

A"3i < 2 

Â 32 ^ 2

The solution will be Xu  =  0, A"2i =  A"3j =  2 and A"s2 =  1. So, the index 
set will become:

/ ¿ ’  ̂ =  {0 ,1 ;3 ;3 ,2 }

The remaining time is 5 minutes and this value is smaller than the minimum 
processing time. Therefore, we will not solve knapsack problems for the set

SS  ̂ -  I S \
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So, when /? =  50, tlie index set will be:

/.?^ =  {0 ,1 ;3 ;3 ,2 }

The inventories will be:
{0 ,2 ;3 ;3 ,2 }

And, the set of unscheduled items will be:

UN SC IP =  {4 ,0 ;0 ;0 ,1 }

The total backorder cost for two periods will be 350.

Period 3:

If we update the inventory levels, backorders and slacks, and calculate the 
backorder cost of third i:>eriod:

If (I =  100 for second period:

=  m ax(0 ,1 -  2 -  2) =  0 , =  max{0,2 + 2 -  1) =  3

12 max{0,2 -  1 -  0) =  1 , ./Jf2 =  max{Q, 1 + 0 -  2) =  0

=  ???,ax(0,3 — 2 — 1) =  0 , =  77?.ax(0,2 + 1 — 3) =  0

/|, =  ?7?,ax(0,3 -  1 -  2) =  0 , B î = max{Q, 1 + 2 -  3) =  0

^32 == max{0, 1 — 2 — 2) =  0 , B^ 2 = max{Q, 2 + 2 — 1) =  3

backorder cost =  3 · 10 · 1 +  3 · 10 · 3 =  120

The schedule set will be:

SS'-^= {3 + 2,1; 2; 1 ,2 +  2}

where the bold number corresponds to unscheduled kanbans from the previous 

period. The total backorder cost over three periods is 470.

If /5 =  50 for second period, the updated the inventory levels, backorders, 
and backorder cost of third period will be:

=  777,a.T(0,0 — 2 — 2) = 0 , =  inax{Q, 2 +  2 — 0) =  4
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1 ^ 2 =  max(0,2 — 1 — 0) = 1 , BI2 — m ax{0,1 + 0 — 2) =  0

7.̂ , =  ?7?.a.r(0,3 -  2 -  1) =  0 , /?2̂  =  77?,a.r(0,2 -|- 1 -  3) =  0

/^1 =  ?77a.x(0,3 -  1 -  2) =  0 , B¡  ̂ = rnax{0,1 +  2 -  3) =  0

/32 =  inax[0, 2 — 2 — 2 ) =  0 , B? 2̂ — 777a.T(0 ,2 +  2 — 2 ) =  2

backorder cost = 4 · 10 · 1 + 2 · 10 · 3 =  100

Tlie scbedule set wil] be:

.S'.S'"’ =  { 4 +  2,1; 2; 1,1 + 2}

where the bold number corresponds to unscheduled kanbans from the previous 
period. The total backorder cost over three periods is 450.

5.1 Summary

In this chapter, the detailed executions of the algorithms over a simple example 
problem are presented. In the exa.mple, only the execution of the scheduling 
modules are given. It is assumed that the withdrawal cycle lengths, kanban 
si7Xis and the number of kanbans a.re known. As no decisions are made, the 
inventory liolding costs are treated as sunk costs (as the withdrawal cycle 
lengths and kanba.n sizes are the same for all the algorithms, the maximum 
inventory levels should a.lso be the same). The total backorder costs over 

two periods are 870, 1000, 810, and 1000 for FCFS, SPT, FCFS-F, SPT- 
F, respectively. For the proposed algorithm, when /? =  100, the backorder 
cost is 470, and when /? =  50 in second period, the backorder cost is 450. 
As can be seen from the residts, the proposed algorithm finds the minimum 
total backorder costs. This simple example highlights the effectiveness of the 
proposed algorithm and the proposed index. As expected, when /3 decreases, 

the total backorder costs also decrease.



Chapter 6

Conclusion

In this chapter, a brief surrirnary of the findings of this study is presented 
and tlie possible extensions for future research are stated. In this study, we 
analytically studied the Kanban systems in a multi-item, multi-stage, multi
period modified flowline production setting. We pro])osed an algorithm that 
provides a feedback mechanism to evaluate the impact of operating parameters 
to determine the design parameters of a Kanban system such as withdrawal 
cycle length, kanban size and number of kanbans. Some commonly used 
algorithms from the kanban literature were also investigated under different 
experimental settings. Furthermore, we used two family-based scheduling rules 
that we adapted from GT scheduling literature and examined their performance 
under kanban setting. The results are summarized in the following section.

6.1 Results and Contribution

To our knowledge, this study is the first analytical study that uses operating 
cliaracteristics of a Kanban system to determine the design parameters. Most 

of the existing models determine the number of kanbans independent of the 

kanban sizes and scheduling decisions. We determined the number of kanbans 

and kanban sizes simultaneously by using the scheduling decisions.

102
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Very few researchers ha.ve studied the eilects of material-ha.ndliiig frequency 
on tlie system performance. In fact, tlie witlidra.wal cycle length have a 
significant elTect on a.vera.ge in-process inventories and production rates. We 
showed that as the withdrawal cycle lengths decrease, tlie in-process inventories 
decrease significantly, but tlie backorders increase. In fa.ct, when the kanban 
sizes are constant, tiie total cost curve is convex over withdrawal cycle lengths.

Even though there are analytical and simulation models on the effect of 
ka.nban sizes on the system performance, the findings are not so clear and 
are limited to the in-process inventories. We considered several performance 

measures and kanban sizes to show the elTect of kanban size on the system 
performance.

The findings of the stud}' can be summarized as follows:

• When the variety of the products increase, the performance of the 

system declines. In fact, this result is quite obvious as one of the 
main assumptions of Kanban system is repetitive manufacturing. When 
the product variety increases, the standardization in product design 
decreases, and the repetitive nature of the system disappears.

• As long as transportation is not constrained, the smaller the kanban sizes, 
the better the system performance. Decreasing the kanban sizes not only 
decreases the remnants but also brings the advantages of production and 
transportation lot size. The customer service increases.

• Tlie shorter the withdrawal cycle lengths, the smaller the in-process 
inventories. On the contrary, the shorter the withdrawal cycle length, the 
larger the backorders. Therefore, when the kanban sizes are the same, 
the cost curve is convex and the decision is due to the relation between 
backorder and inventory holding costs.

• When the system is balanced, the system performance is better. When 

we introduced imbalance to the system, the minimum inventory levels 

increased and in spite of the high inventory level, the system performance
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got worse. Allocating cliirerent number of kanbans at each stage and 
using a. |)io|K!r scheduling rule can hcl|) to cope with the imbalance in 
the system.

• Tlie lower the setup times, the better the system performance. As the 
setup times increase, the JIT characteristic of the system disappears.

Therefore, Kanban system performs best when the setup times are low, the 
congestion is low, the product variety is low and there a.re no imbalances.

If we compare the item-based algorithms with the family-based algorithms, 
we see that;

• On the average, the item-based scheduling rules have longer withdrawal 
cycle lengths than the other algorithms. As the average setup times 
arc high for item-based rules, tlie system cannot respond when the 
witlidra.wal cycle length falls below a level. Therefore, if the setup times 
are considerable family-based rules are better than the item-based rules.

• When the system load is loose, the item-based rules perforin better than 
the family-based rules in terms of backorder cost and fill rates. As the 
system load increases, tlie vice versa is true.

• The family-based rules are more robust to setup time increases.

• The average fill rates of the item-based algorithms are better than their 
family-based versions.

If we compare tlie item-based rules with the proposed aJgoritlim, we can 
sa.y that the proposed algorithm performs better than tlie item-based rules in 
terms of withdrawal cycle length values, backorder cost, setup times and fill 

rates. Even when the system load is loose, the performance of the proposed 
algorithm is better than the performances of the item-based approaches. When 

we compare the proposed algorithm with the family-based rules, in terms of 

backorder costs, setup times and fill rates, the proposed algorithm performs
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belter. The niaximurn inventory level is lower for the family-based rules 
but there is a high variability in tire inventory levels hence the fill rates are 
low. Tlierefore, family-based rules hold less in-process inventory but create 
nervousness in the system.

In fact, the performances of FCFS-F and SPT-F are quite similar liecause 
of the ])eriodic review system. And, as the processing times of the items 
are quite alike, they both perform quite well. To be able to compare the 
family-l)a..se(l a.|)])roaches and the ¡ii'ojiosed method further studies should be 
performed under more varia.ble settings.

6.2 Future Research Directions

There are several future research directions for this study:

• Tu this study, the jirocessing times come from the same distribution for 
all items and all stages. In fact, some of the rules, especially SPT and 
SPT-F, can perform poorly under variable processing times. The study 
can be enlarged to include variable processing times.

• As the proposed algorithm is for system design, the periods are strict, 

i.e. if a kanba.n cannot be processed in the remaining time, preemption 
between periods is not allowed, and the remaining time sta}'̂ s idle. In 
case the algoiithm is used for operational purposes, this assumption can 
be relaxed. Instead of keeping the remaining time idle, a kanban can be 
preempted between periods. The algorithm can be updated to include 
this preemption between periods.

• In the proposed algorithm, NN heuristic is used to order the items. In 
fact, the performa.nce of the NN heuristic declines when the setup matrix 
become variable. Therefore, NN can be replaced with a better rule.

• A very simple forecasting method is used in the proposed algorithm. An 

advanced technique can be used to increase the predicting power of the
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algori thin.

• In llie lead time estimation module, vve selected a due-date estimation 
rule from the literature, and updated it for the periodic review models. 
In fact, a better due-da.tc rule can be developed for the periodic systems.

• And finally, the most promising research direction is to add transporta
tion lead times to the existing model. In that way, a trade-off will appear 
a.mong different kanban sizes and withdrawal cycle lengths.
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jMiii. Inventory 
Ivovel

I.)cina.ud Variabi 1 i iy
Low(JVlin., Avg., Max.) IIigii(Min., Avg., Max.)

Demand
Mean

Low (141552, 665593, 2250672) (141552, 1828192, 12537344)
High (188736, 2831691, 12537344) (160920, 2075651, 11963664)

Table A .l; The miiiimurn inventory levels for the proposed algorithm

Min. Inventory 
Level

Demand Variability
Low(Min., Avg., Ma,x.) High(Min., Avg., Max.)

Demand
Mean

Low (141552, 835274, 4199200) (141552, 1537430, 10621760)
High (283104, 2068358, 10621760) (283104, 1833281, 9326688)

Tabic A.2: The minimum inventory levels for FCFS

Min. Inventory 
.Level

Demand Variability
Low(Min., Avg., Max.) High(Min., Avg., Max.)

Demand
Mean

Low (94368, 394736, 1280328) (94368, 717658, 5981832)
High (141552, 989227, 5981832) (141552, 861334, 4834472)

Table A.3: The minimum inventory levels for FCFS-F

Min. Inventory 
Level

Demand Variability
Low(Min., Avg., Max.) IIigh(Min., Avg., Max.)

Demand
Mean

Low (141552, 808909, 4199200) (141552, 1526905, 10621760)
High (283104, 2037168, 10621760) (283104, 1832896, 9326688)

Table A.4; The minimum inventory levels for SPT
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M in . Iu v e n to i\y  

L(n/('l
Demand Variability

TvO w (M iii., A v g .,  M a x .) IIigh(Miii., Avg., Ma.x.)
Demand

M ea.n

Low (94368, 310030, 1108224) (94368, 586312, 4834472)
High (141552, 746289, 4834472) (141552, 761594, 3019600)

Table A.5: The minimum inventory levels for SPT-F

Inv. Holding 
Cost

Deinan (1 Vari ab i 1 i t y
Lovv(Min., Avg., Max.) Higl)(Min., Avg., Max.)

Demand
Mean

Low (102888.4, 549214.5, 1836351) (102888.4, 499497.1, 1874222)
High (155615.8, 2128279, 9619708) (135737.8, 1727219, 10254816)

Table A.6: The inventory holding costs for the proposed algorithm

Inv. Holding 
Cost

Demand Variability
Low(Min., Avg., Max.) High(Min., Avg., Max.)

Demand
Mean

Low (121822.9, 669482.9, 3379578) (128664.6, 605527.3, 1937132)
High (205775.9, 1658785, 9051021) (205775.9, 1511157, 8069022)

Table A.7: The inventory holding costs for FCFS

Inv. Holding 
Cost

Demand Variability
Low(Min., Avg., Max.) High(Min., Avg., Max.)

Demand
Mean

Low (74493.8, 302684, 1006001) (74493.8, 243450.5, 1069536)
High (113272.7, 754449.5, 4794965) (111866.1, 665429.5, 3789106)

Table A.8: The inventory holding costs for FCFS-F
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Inv. Holding 
Cost

Demand Variability
Low(A'i.in., Avg., Max.) High(Min., Avg., Max.)

Demand
Meaji

Low (121822.9, 648999.5, 3379578) (128664.6, 606023.8, 1937132)
High (205775.9, 1639564, 9051021) (205775.9, 1517508, 8152027)

Table A.9: The inventory holding costs for SPT

Inv. Holding 
Cost

D cm 1 a.n d Va.r i a.l) i 1 i 1, y
Low(Mii)., Avg., Max.) High(Min., Avg., Max.)

Demand
Mean

Low (74383.6, 240575.2, 864347) (74383.6, 201259.3, 645752.4)
High (113420.5, 580206, 3785738) (117648.4, 606140.5, 24.38244)

Table A. 10: The inventory holding costs for SPT-F

Backorder
Cost

Demand Variability
Low(Min., Avg., Max.) High(Min., Avg., Max.)

Dei n and 
Mean

Low (0, 167.5, 1843.2) (0, 863.6, 49708.8)
High (0, 317566.4, 7630009) (0, 22195.6, 1160519)

Table A .ll: The backorder costs of the proposed algorithm

Backorder
Cost

Demand Variability
Low(Min., Avg., Max.) Iligh(Min., Avg., Max.)

Demand
Mea.n

Low (0, 56117, 1019855) (0, 10287.8, 424980.8)
High (0, 967487.5, 8909065) (0, 589805.2, 6267150)

Table A.12: The backorder costs of FCFS
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Backorder
Cost

l)ema,ri d Variabili
Low(Min., Avg., Max.) lligh(Miii., Avg., Max.)

Dernand
Mean

Low (1153.2, 84770.2, 564458.8) (0, 52808, 335049.3)
High (0, 612267, 4503146) (0, 342203.5, 3471774)

'J'able A. 13: The backorder costs of FCFS-F

Backorder
Cost

Demand Variability
Low(Min., Avg., Max.) High(Min., Avg., Max.)

Dei ri and 
Mea.ii

Low (0, 64258.4, 1382847) (0, 8660.1, 349270.4)
High (0, 945516.3, 8578615) (0, 560926.7, 6139369)

Table A .14: The backorder costs of SPT

Ba.ckorder
Cost

Demand Variability
Low(Min., Avg., Max.) High(Min., Avg., Max.)

Dema.nd
Mean

Low (0, 71518.5, 453303.3) (0, 37336, 292406.8)
High (1655.4, 727540.7, 4864888) (0, 285317.4, 2100244)

Table A. 15: The backorder costs of SPT-F
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Fill D en 1 an d Va.r i ab i 1 i ty
Rate Low(Min., Avg., Max.) Iligh(Min., Avg., Max.)

Deinancl Low (1.1 . 1) (0.931, 0.9991, 1)
Mean High (0.53, 0.9683, 1) (0.803, 0.9950, 1)

Tii.blc A .16: Tlie fill rates for the proposed algorithm

Fill Demand Variability
Rat( Low(Min., Avg., Max.) High(Min., Avg., Max.)

Demand Low (0.849, 0.9932, 1) (0.946, 0.9986, 1)
Mca.li High (0.597, 0.9443, 1) (0.696, 0.9610, 1)

Table A. 17: The fill rates for FCFS

Fill Demand Variability
Rate Low(Min., Avg., Max.) High(Min., Avg., Max.)

Demand Low (0.9, 0.9784, 0.999) (0.936, 0.9872, 1)
Mean High (0.751, 0.9460, 1) (0.806, 0.9630, 1)

Table A .18; The fill rates for FCFS-F

Fill Demand Variability
Rate Low(Min., Avg., Max.) High(Min., Avg., Max.)

Demand Low (0.849, 0.9916, 1) (0.955, 0.9988, 1)
Mean High (0.618, 0.9423, 1) (0.687, 0.9612, 1)

Table A.19: The fill rates for SPT
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Fill
Rate

Demand Variability
Low(Min., Avg., Max.) IIigh(Min., Avg., Max.)

Denia.ud
Mea.ji

Low (0.937, 0.9916, 1) (0.943, 0.9904, 1)
High (0.711, 0.9413, 0.999) (0.842, 0.9685, 1)

Table A.20: The fill rates for SPT-F

Setup Demand Variability
Lime Low(Min., Avg., Max.) iIigh(Min., Avg., Max.)

Demand Ivovv (1426.8, 2096.6, 3082.5) (1470.2, 2397.8, 4065.2)
Meiui High (0, 1162.7, 2609.8) (693.2, 1694.4, 3465.4)

Table A.21: The total setup times for the proposed algorithm

Setup 
J. imc

Deinand Variability
Low(Min., Avg., Ma.x.) Iligh(Min., Avg., Max.)

Demand
Mean

Low (1069.3, 2597, 3531.1) (2118, 2865.5, 3854.8)
High (690.7, 1645.6, 3186.6) (1129.6, 1821.7, 3186.6)

Tcible A.22: The total setup times for FCFS

Setup Demand Variability
r r i  ·L ime Low(Min., Avg., Max.) High(Min., Avg., Max.)

Demand Low (1662.8, 2443.9, 3273.5) (1662.8, 2663.7, 3451.6)
Mean High (476.3, 1662.4, 2808.2) (723.7, 1864.7, 3128.6)

Table A.23: The total setup times for FCFS-F
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Setup Demand Variability
Time Low(Min., Avg., Max.) iIigh(Min., Avg., Max.)

DciTiaiicl Low (1069.3, 2623.8, 3531.1) (2118, 2865.5, 3854.8)
Mean High (690.7, 1684.3, 3186.6) (1129.6, 1837, 3186.6)

Table A.24: The total setup times for SPT

Setup Demand Variability
Time Low(Min., Avg., Max.) High(Min., Avg., Max.)

Demand Low (1238.3, 2121.4, 2989.8) (1456.7, 2.335.3, 3402)
Mean High (682.3, 1645.2, 2358.8) (850.7, 1779.4, 2989.8)

Table A.25: The total setup times for SPT-F
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Min. Inv. 
Level

number of parts
Low (Mill., Avg., Max.) lligli(Miii., Avg., Max.)

number of 
families

Low (141552, 200588, 347696) (264864, 1983194, 12537344)
High (228696, 645675, 2295048) (719800, 4666666, 12537344)

Talkie B .l: The minimum inventory levels for the proposed algorithm

Min. Inv. 
Level

number of parts
Low(Min., Avg., Max.) High(Min., Avg., Max.)

number of 
families

Low (141552, 287951, 643680) (400600, 1719871, 10621760)
High (381160, 842486, 2295048) (1031808, 3394379, 10621760)

Table B.2: The minimum inventoi'y levels for FCFS

Min. Inv. 
Level

number of parts
Low(Min., Avg., Max.) High(Min., Avg., Max.)

number of 
families

Low (94368, 146495, 325872) (240360, 800405, 5981832)
High (152464, 348743, 1228568) (386928, 1645014, 5981832)

Table B.3: The minimum inventory levels for FCFS-F

Min. Inv. 
Level

number of parts
Low(Min., Avg., Max.) High(Min., Avg., Max.)

number of 
families

Low (141552, 287951, 643680) (400600, 1700558, 10621760)
High (381160, 812340, 2295048) (1031808, 3378293, 10621760)

Table B.4: The minimum inventory levels for SPT
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Min. 111V. 
Level

nvimber of parts
Lovv(Min., Avg., Max.) Lligh(Min., Avg., Max.)

numljier of 
families

Low (94368, 128876, 217248) (160240, 646696, 4834472)
High (152464, 277346, 676848) (386928, 1361460, 4834472)

Table B.5: The minimum inventory levels for SPT-F

Inv. Holding 
Cost

number of parts
Low(Min., Avg., Max.) High(Min., Avg., Max.)

number of 
film i li es

Low (102888.4, 168737, 283796.8) (221069, 525354.9, 922535.1)
High (193218.7, 526780.9, 1830112) (727558.5, 3683337, 10254816)

Table 13.6: The inventory holding costs for the proposed algorithm

Inv. Holding 
Cost

number of paxts
Low(Min., Avg., Max.) High(Min., Avg., Max.)

number of 
families

Low (121822.9, 224704.8, 462528) (338684.1, 735675.5, 1727987)
High (321268.1, 668164.4, 1890969) (850212.8, 2816407, 9051021)

Table B.7: The inventory holding costs for FCFS

Inv. Holding 
Cost

number of parts
Low(Min., Avg., Max.) High (Min., Avg., Max.)

number of 
families

Low (74493.8, 117357.7, 255987.8) (174194.2, 319573.1, 922214.6)
High (109199, 268125.8, 980069.2) (283238.9, 1260957, 4794965)

Table B.8: The inventory holding costs for FCFS-F
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Inv. Holding 
Cost

number of parts
Low(Min., Avg., Max.) High(Min., Avg., Max.)

nil ID her of 
families

Low (121822.2, 224738.7, 462.528) (338684.1, 726622.8, 1727987)
High (321268.1, 647011.8, 1890969) (824072.8, 2813721, 9051021)

Tabic B.9: The irivciilory holding cosl.s for SPT

Inv. Holding 
Cost

number of paris
Low(Min., Avg., Max.) High(Min., Avg., Max.)

number of 
families

Low (74383.6, 106172.3, 171404.9) (118349.9, 238612.1, 489939.7)
High (113435.3, 216013.4, 533852) (281219.4, 1067383, 3785738)

Table B.IO: The inventory holding costs for SPT-F

Backorder
Cost

number of parts
Low(Min., Avg., Max.) High(Min., Avg., Max.)

number of 
fa.rnilies

Low (0, 0. 0) (0, 24.8, 601.6)
High (0, 808.6, 49708.8) (0, 339959.7, 7630009)

Table B .ll: The backorder costs for the proposed algorithm

Backorder
Cost

number of parts
Low(Min., Avg., Max.) High(Min., Avg., Max.)

number of 
families

Low (0, 2188.7, 169618.6) (0, 18154.2, 394759.5)
High (0, 18359.2, 572901.6) (0, 1584995, 8909065)

Table B.12; The backorder costs for FCFS
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Backorder
Cost

number of parts
Low(Miii., Avg., Max.) High(Min., Avg., Max.)

numl;)er of 
families

Low (0, 17789.3, 88382.2) (0, 77421.7, 392233.4)
High (0, 96210, 517927) (2.3236.4, 900626.7, 4503146)

Table B.13: Tlie liackorder costs for FCFS-F

Backorder
Cost

number of parts
Low(Min., Avg., Max.) High(Min., Avg., Max.)

numl)er of 
families

Low (0, 1851.9, 142377.6) (0, 25158.5, 725491.7)
High (0, 28519.6, 440664) (d, 1523832, 8578615)

Table B.14: The I)ackorcler costs for SPT

Backorder
Cost

luiinbcr of pearls
Low(Min., Avg., Max.) High(Min., Avg., Max.)

number of 
fa.milies

Low (0, 10632.3, 57258.9) (0, 66527.8, 362851.3)
High (0, 69071.4, 364618.5) (230, 975481.1, 4864888)

Table B.15: The backorder costs for SPT-F
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h'ill number of pai bs
Rate Low(Miii., Avg., Max.) JIigh(Min., Avg., Max.)

number of Low ( 1 ,1, 1) ( M . i )
families High (0.931, 0.9991, 1) (0.53, 0.9634, 1)

Table B.16: The fill rales for the proposed algorithm

Fill number of parts
Rate Low(Min., Avg., Max.) Iligh(Min., Avg., Max.)

number of Low (0.958, 0.9994, 1) (0.931, 0.9980, 1)
families High (0.906, 0.9979, 1) (0.597, 0.9018, 1)

Table B.17: The fill rates for FCFS

Fill
R.ate

number of parts
Low(Min., Avg., Max.) High(Min., Avg., Max.)

nurnl^er of 
families

Low' (0.975, 0.9930, 1) (0.955, 0.9840, 1)
High (0.933, 0.9814, 1) (0.751, 0.9162, 0.987)

Table B.18: The fill rates for FCFS-F

Fill
Rate

number of parts
Low'(Min., Avg., Max.) High(Min., Avg., Max.)

number of 
fa.milies

Low (0.953, 0.9993, 1) (0.895, 0.9964, 1)
High (0.898, 0.9948, 1) (0.618, 0.9034, 1)

Table B.19: The fill rates for SPT
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Fill
Rate

number of parts
Low(Miu., Avg., Max.) IIigh(Min., Avg., Max.)

number of 
fa.milies

Low (0.978, 0.9942, 1) (0.955, 0.9856, 1)
High (0.959, 0.9845, 1) (0.711, 0.9168, 1)

Table B.20; Tlie fill rates for SPT-F

Setup number of parts
riT ·.1. j me Low(Min., Avg., Ma.x.) High(Min., Avg., Max.)

number of Low (1556.8, 2.378.1, 4065.2) (1128.5, 2060.4, 3351)
families High (0, 1784, 3327.8) (0, 1129, 2550.6)

Table B.21: The total setup times for the proposed algorithm

Setup> number of parts
Time Low(Min., Avg., Max.) High(Min., Avg., Max.)

number of Low (1563, 2635.4, 3854.8) (1288.4, 2299.3, 3470.4)
families High (1149.4, 2132.2, 3004.6) (690.7, 1862.9, 3021.6)

Table B.22: The total setup times for FCFS

Setup number of parts
3.5 me Low(Min., Avg., Max.) High(Min., Avg., Max.)

number of Low (1845.9, 2622.8, 3377) (1402.4, 2267.1, 3161.6)
families High (1473.4, 2280.4, .3451.6) (476.3, 1464.4, 2794.3)

Table B.23: The total setup times for FCFC-F
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Setup number of parts
Time Low (Min., Avg., Max.) High(Mia., Avg., Max.)

number of Low (1563, 2635.4, 3854.8) (1288.4, 2313.9, 3470.4)
families High (1203.8, 2172, 3004.6) (690.7, 1889.2, .3021.6)

Table B.24: The l,ol,al setup times for SPT

Setup
'I'ime

number of parts
Low(Min., Avg., Max.) Iligh(Min., Avg., Max.)

number of 
families

.Low (1998, 2391.8, 2989.8) (1.356.8, 1971.2, .3010.8)
High (1205.9, 2036, 3402) (682.3, 1482.4, 2490.3)

Table B.25: The total setup times for SPT-F
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Iml)alance Low (Min., Avg., Max.) High (Min., Avg., Max.)
Min. inv. level (141552, 1537542, 12537344) (141552, 1694768, 12537344)
Inv. hold, cost (102888.4, 1107860, 7960096) (102888.4, 1344244, 10254816)
Ba.ckorder co.si (0, 85220.6, 7630009) (0, 85176, 7630009)
Fill rate (0.53, 0.9906, 1) (0.53, 0.9906, 1)
Setup time (0, 1879, 4061) (0, 1796, 4065.2)

ral)lc C. I: Pi'i'rormancr aiialy.siH of proposed algorilJim foi· imbalaiH cd s.ysicms

Iml)ala.nce Low (Min., Avg., Max.) High (Min., Avg., Max.)
Min. inv. level (141552, 1361891, 10621760) (141552, 1430420, 10621760)
inv. Ik)I(J. cost (121822.9, 1034627, 7186731) (121822.9, 1187849, 9051021)
Baclvorder cost (0, 387132.8, 8909065) (0, 424715.9, 8909065)
Fill rate (0.632, 0.9754, 1) (0.597, 0.9732, 1)
Setup time (690.7, 2225.8, 3854.8) (1041.7, 2239, 3854.8)

'.I’able C.2: Performance analysis of FCFS for imbalanced systems

Imbalance Low (Min., Avg., Max.) High (Min., Avg., Max.)
Min. inv. level (94368, 636928, 5981832) (94368, 651025, 5981832)
Inv. hold, cost (74493.8, 471403.2, 3789106) (74493.8, 511603.5, 4794965)
Backorder cost (0, 246440.7, 4503146) (0, 299583.6, 4503146)
Fill rate (0.751, 0.9700, 1) (0.751, 0.9674, 1)
Setup time (476.3, 2163.6, 3451.6) (547.7, 2153.7, 3451.6)

Table C.3: Performance analysis of FCFS-F for imbalanced systems
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Iinl)a.lancc Low (Min., Avg., Max.) High (Min., Avg., Max.)
Mil), iiiv. level (1415,32, 1347406, 10621760) (141552, 1400134, 10621760)
Inv. hold, cost (121822.9, 1041118, 7308926) (121822.9, 1164929, 9051021)
Backorder cost (0, 363124.4, 8578615) (0, 426,556.4, 8578615)
Pill rate (0.632, 0.97.55, 1) (0.618, 0.9715, 1)
Setup time (690.7, 2240, 38.54.8) (1041.7, 2265.4, .3854.8)

C.4; Performance analjesis of SPT lor imbalanced s,yst.ems

Imbalance Low (Min., Avg., Max.) High (Min., Avg., Max.)
Min. inv. level (94368, 517241, 4834472) (94368, 532212, 4714624)
Inv. hold, cost (74383.6, 387811.8, 3724296) (74.383.65, 426278.7, 3785738)
Backorder cost (0, 260864.5, 4169937) (0, 299991.9, 4864888)
Fill rate (0.711, 0.9715, 1) (0.711, 0.9692, 1)
Setup time (682.3, 1971.6, .3402) (707, 1969.1, .3402)

Table C.5: Performajice analysis of SPT-F for imbalanced systems
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S/1  ̂ ratio bow (Min., Avg., Max.) High (Min., Avg., Ma.x.)
Min. inv. level (141552, 1537542, 12537344) (141552, 1822546, 12537344)
Iiiv. liold. cosl (102888.4, 979223.9, 8548413) (125695.2, 1472881, 10254816)
Ba.ckortler cost (0, 25263.8, 1524557) (0, 145132.8, 7630009)
Fill rate (0.803, 0.9953, 1) (0.53, 0.9859, 1)
Scliii) time (0, 1693.8, 3185.5) (0, 1981.9, 4065.2)

Table I). 1: Per[V)nnance analysis of I,lie pro])oscd aJgoriihiir for S/P ratio

S/P ratio bow (Min., Avg., Max.) High (Min., Avg., Max.)
Mill. iiiv. level (141552, 1361891, 10621760) (235920, 1609707, 10621760)
Iiiv. hold, cost (121822.9, 912624.5, 5561502) (171480, 1309851, 9051021)
13n.ckorder cost (0, 285885.3, 6266745) (0, 525963.4, 8909065)
hill rate (0.597, 0.9834, 1) (0.632, 0.9652, 1)
Setup time (1041.7, 2239, 3854.8) (690.7, 2102.2, 3531.1)

'fable D.2: PeiTorinaiice analysis of FCFS for S/P ra.tio

S/P ratio bow (Min., Avg., Max.) High (Min., Avg., Max.)
Min. inv. level (94368, 636928, 5981832) (98144, 726551, 5981832)
Inv. Iiold. cost (74493.8, 422791.1, 3296552) (75184.8, 560215.6, 4794965)
IJackordei.’ cost (0, 199758.6, 3977269) (0, 346265.7, 4503146)
Fill rate (0.808, 0.9764, 1) (0.751, 0.9610, 1)
Setup time (547.7, 2153.7, 3451.6) (476.3, 2099.4, 3451.6)

Table D.3: Performance aiuilysis of FCFS-F for S/P ratio
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S/P ratio Low (Min., Avg., Max.) High (Min., Avg., Max.)
Min. inv. level (141552, 1.34740G, 10621760) (2.35920, 1601508, 10621760)
Inv. hold, cost (121822.9, 896519.5, 5626648) (171480, 1309528, 9051021)
Baxvkorder cost (0, 283335.1, 6074489) (0, 506345.7, 8578615)
Fill ra.te (0.618, 0.9822, 1) (0.632, 0.9647, 1)
Setup time (104 1.7, 2265.4, 3854.8) (690.7, 2120.8, 3531.1)

Tal>le D.4: I’erfonnance analysis of SPT for S/P ratio

S/I^ ratio Low (Min., Avg., Max.) Iligli (Min., Avg., Max.)
Min. inv. level (94368, 517241, 4834472) (94368, 564809, 4834472)
Inv. liold. cost (78619.2, 372376.4, 2944384) (74383.6, 441714.1, 3785738)
Ba,ckorder cost (0, 238798.1, 3899153) (0, 322058.2, 4864888)
F'ill rate (0.761, 0.9774, 1) (0.711, 0.9632, 1)
Setup time (707, 1969.1, 3402) (756.3, 1918.1, 3010.8)

'Fable I).5: Performauce analysis of SP'F-F for S/P ratio
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n/I i*a.l,i() Low (Min., Avg., Max.) lligli (Min., Avg., Max.)
Min. inv. level (141552, 1537542, 12537344) (141552, 1538562, P2537344)
Inv. bold, cost (102888.4, 1225217, 10254816) (102888.4, 1226888, 10254816)
Baekorder cost (0, 56693.37, 3815005) (0, 113703.3, 7630009)
Fill ra.te (0.53, 0.9908, 1) (0.53, 0.9904, 1)
Setup time (0, 1843.9, 4065.2) (0, 1831.8, 4065.2)

Ta.blo; K.l; Pcrfoniiaiice analysis of proposed algoritiun for B/I ratio

13/1 ratio Ĵ ow (Min., Avg., Max.) High (Min., Avg., Ma.x.)
Mill. inv. level (141552, 1361891, 10621760) (141552, 1458537, 10621760)
inv. Iiold. cost (121822.9, 1029867, 5105244) (121822.9, 1192609, 9051021)
Backorder cost (0, 341761.8, 53‘24165) (0, 470087, 8909065)
Fill rate (0.597, 0.9694, 1) (0.635, 0.9791, 1)
Setup time (1041.7, 2267.1, 3854.8) (690.7, 2197.8, 3854.8)

'fable E.2: Perfonnance analysis of FCFS for B/I ratio

B/I ratio Low (Min., Avg., Max.) High (Min., Avg., Max.)
Min. inv. level (94368, 636928, 5981832) (94368, 705374, 5981832)
Inv. hold, cost (74493.8, 434692.8, 2384454) (74493.8, 548313.9, 4794965)
13ackorclcr cost (0, 230980.6, 2883205) (0, 315043.7, 4503146)
Fill rate (0.751, 0.9645, 1) (0.778, 0.9728, 1)
Setup time (547.7, 2116.8, 3377) (476.3, 2200.5, 3451.6)

'Fable E.3: Performance analysis of FCFS-F for B/I ratio
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B/I ratio Low (Min., Avg., Max.) High (Min., Avg., Max.)
Min. inv. level (141552, 1.347406, 10621760) (141552, 1455771, 10621760)
Iriv. hold. co,st (121822.9, 1010669, 5145280) (121822.9, 1195378, 9051021)
Backorder cost (0, 344193.8, 5189504) (0, 445487, 8578615)
Fill rate (0.618, 0.9676, 1) (0.642, 0.9794, 1)
Setup time (1041.7, 2290.3, 3854.8) (690.7, 2215, 3854.8)

Tahle E.4: Perfonnaiice aiialj'sis of SPT for B/I ratio

B /l latio Low (Min., Avg., Max.) High (Min., Avg., Max.)
Min. inv. level (94368, 517241, 4834472) (94368, 570600, 4834472)
Inv. Iiold. cost (74383.6, 363437.3, 2438244) (74383.6, 450653.1, 3785738)
Ba.ckorder co.st (0, 56693.37, 3815005) (0, 113703.3, 7630009)
Fill rate (0.711, 0.9674, 1) (0.776, 0.9732, 1)
Setup time (836.7, 1936.4, 3231.7) (682.3, 2004.3, 3402)

Table E.5: Performance ana.l3̂ sis of SPT-F for B/I ratio
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